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A BSTRA CT
T H IR D  GRAD E EV A LU A TO RS TH RIV E AS REA D ERS
By
A m y F. Smith 
University o f N ew Ham pshire, August, 2002
This study addresses the question, "W hen  third grade students becom e evaluators 
o f them selves as readers, what new roles do they negotiate for them selves1" I 
studied third grade students who becam e evaluators o f themselves as readers, 
exam ining evaluation process. This included their own determ ination o f  their 
strengths, goals, assignments, and w hat to use as docum entation o f their learning 
processes in portfolios, as well as the influence of the classroom  com m unity on goal 
setting Using observation, co-teaching, and group and individual interviews, I 
docum ented the new roles students adopted  as they becam e better evaluators o f their 
learning needs and took a more active role in planning their own learning 
experiences during reading class.
I found that four different student roles emerged as they evaluated them selves as 
readers: 1) constructors: students who created and planned learning experiences 
based on self evaluations, 2) reflectors: students who reflected critically abou t w hat 
was and  w asn 't w orking in their goals and  made revisions as necessary, 3) 
connectors: students who bridged learning goals to other areas o f curriculum  and 
life, and, 4) resistors: students who challenged and resisted the invitation to take a 
m ore active stance as a learner.
XI
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A dditionally, elements o f tim e and talk were especially influential in helping these 
third grade readers develop reading confidence. The connected concepts o f 
evaluation, talk, and tim e all led toward confident students who took initiative in 
their learning decisions. S tudents negotiated new roles and  new' ways o f viewing 
themselves as learners as they worked through their goal-setting. Their evaluations 
o f their own needs became central to their reading progress, and students made 
themselves responsible for continuing their progress by setting new goals.
By negotiating new roles and bringing confidence to their abilities to make 
decisions, these third graders, if given support in future grades, will see themselves as 
people who can make a difference in their ow n learning.
xil
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CHAPTER I 
IN TR O D U CTIO N  TO THE DISSERTATION: 
THIRD G R A DE EVALUATORS THRIVE AS READERS
OverraU Question: W hen third grade students becom e evaluators o f them selves as 
readers, w hat new roles do they negotiate for them selves1
My daughter, Betsy, bursts through the door, fresh off the school bus, only days into 
her third grade career. Clearly excited about som ething, she partially describes to me 
a goal she is working on as she searches the school directory for Sarah 's phone 
number, i 'v e  got to call Sarah. W e have plans to make and I w ant to be organized 
when it comes time to show w hat 1 know ' to the class in a few weeks. W e are in 
charge, and I want my perform ance to be great!” W hen I get Betsy to slow down, I 
discover that she wrote a reading goal at school. She wants to increase her 
vocabulary by reading a challenging chapter book. She plans to keep a note card in 
her book and write down words she doesn’t know, find their meanings by looking 
the word up or asking an adult and then she will write a skit in which she uses at 
least seven o f  the new words. Her friend Sarah will play a supporting role in her skit, 
w hich they will perform for the class. Betsy has her book. The Bodies in the Besseldorf 
Hotel, and is anxious to get going on her goal. She wants to secure S arah ’s 
participation and arrange a date for Sarah to practice the skit.
I am  able to follow Betsy’s frenzied descriptions because during the previous
school year I conducted my dissertation research in this same third-grade classroom.
H er teacher, Jeanne Bennek, used a goal setting process to help students becom e
better evaluators o f their learning needs and take a m ore active role in planning their
ow n learning experiences during reading class. Jeanne w anted her students to
1
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initiate their ow n plans for reading grow th based on their own evaluations. N ot only 
w ould her students use their plans to guide their own actions, Jeanne intended to use 
them  to make curricular decisions that w ould impact their reading w orkshop. Based 
on Betsy ’s high level o f engagement for her goal. I'd say Jeanne has experienced a 
m easure o f success. My research in Jean n e ’s classroom  provided me w ith a way to 
learn m ore about w hat student evaluators could accomplish when given teacher 
support and a classroom  com m unity w here students’ choices are valued.
I have studied evaluation in m any form s for years and am interested in ways to 
move evaluation aw ay from som ething done “to" students toward som ething 
students do for themselves. In essence, I w ant students to take more initiative for 
their evaluation and learning. W hen I was a classroom  teacher I gave my students 
some opportunities to evaluate their progress and take control o f their learning. 
However, I fought the notion that students could know how they were doing, unless 
I told them  by giving their work a m ark or com m ent to indicate its value. A t the 
same time, I w anted students to find value in their work and to trust their ow n 
knowledge o f their learning. My sense was that students would need to adopt a 
more active or new role; I thought, in so doing, they would become m ore com m itted 
to purposefully becom ing better readers w ho take initiative for their ow n learning 
progress. However, I d idn ’t know w here to begin.
Teachers I talked to at workshops o r inservice days and in classrooms shared
sim ilar concerns. I w anted inform ation about how to incorporate learner-centered
evaluation practices into classroom routines allowing students to play m ore active
roles. As I scanned a M innesota university’s teacher education catalog I w as am azed
at the num ber o f offerings that appeared to em phasize evaluation and goal setting as
efforts to help students become invested in their schoolwork. Course descriptions
called for reflective students and new evaluation approaches to im plem ent change.
They suggested that turning to portfolios and  perform ance evaluations w ould help
■>
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students learn to evaluate themselves.
W hile the offerings m entioned above sounded prom ising, I w ondered why so 
many o f the classroom s I had visited still relied upon  teacher-centered curriculums 
and the “banking” concept (Freire, 1970) o f  education . Freire warns against an 
education w here teaching and learning becomes an  “act o f  depositing, students are 
the depositories and  the teacher is the depositor. This is the banking concept of 
education, in w hich the scope o f action allowed to the students extends only as far as 
receiving, filing, and  storing the deposits” (p. 53). In her m ost recent update o f 
Learning to Read, Chall (1996) wrote that:
The use o f research and theory for im proving practice has not been 
consistent. W hile research continues to p roduce findings in the same 
direction, practice seems to move back and  forth. M ore often than 
not, it moves in the direction that is not supported  by the research 
and  theory', (p.xx)
1 concur w ith Chall and many teacher educators, researchers and staff developers 
who offer a plethora o f reasons why teachers do no t im plem ent research-based 
practices, such as: (a) lack o f effort or com m itm ent because the innovation “w on't be 
here long ,” or the fad phenom enan (Slavin, 1989); (b) lack o f knowledge o f research, 
or issues o f  dissem ination (Gallagher, 1998) and access (K ennedy, 1997); (c) not 
enough tim e or inadequate material, personnel, an d  financial resources; (d) 
insufficient system ic support and  weak leadership (Fullan , 1993).
In addition  to the above reasons, my experience in M innesota classrooms has led 
me to believe that another reason exists: teacher anxiety  and  fear. This is not to say 
that there was no good teaching happening in M inneso ta  classroom s, but rather that 
teachers w ere struggling with how  to change their teaching  am idst a politicized 
school clim ate that valued high scores on standard ized  tests above all. I heard over
3
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and over again from teachers w ho believed they were just covering material and not 
really engaging students in m eaningful learning experiences. They were frustrated 
and knew intuitively that their students could do more.
As adjunct faculty a t the University o f St. Thom as I was teaching graduate 
courses in reading and w riting for practicing teachers. I listened to these teachers for 
four semesters as they asked each other and me what they were doing to become 
more student-centered. Teachers expressed fears about m eeting curriculum  
standards and covering the curriculum  to prepare students for state tests. They 
worried that if students led the way, they would be unprepared for these state tests 
and the teachers would be accountable if test results were poor.
I recall the strained look on one teacher’s face as she described how' she had to 
highlight in her lesson plans each day what she did to meet state curriculum  
standards and then turn the highlighted plans in each week to her principal. She said 
she was weary just trying to do the minimal curriculum and couldn’t imagine how 
she could break free and try a new approach in her teaching. A period o f transition 
or time in w hich to work out her ideas was unavailable under the pressure she felt to 
deliver high scores on tests.
1 also had the opportunity  to supervise student teachers in six different 
M inneapolis and St. Paul public schools in M innesota. Here again, as I observed 
preservice teachers w ho, while trying to im plem ent what they learned in methods 
classes about teaching reading and writing which included a constructivist, child- 
centered approach, m et resistance from their apologetic m aster teachers who said 
they needed to stick with the basal to teach reading. These m aster teachers spoke to 
me about the need to cover the m aterial and teach to the tests for fear that poor 
results w ould result in a t best a few day’s bad press in the new spaper, and at worst 
less funding for their school.
M uch o f w hat I was reading about in the professional journals Language Arts,
4
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Reading Teacher, and Reading and Writing Quarterly, was not happening in the schools 
around me.
About this time, form er teaching colleague and good friend, Jeanne Bennek, and I 
had a conversation about her third grade classroom  at St. M ary o f the Lake. She 
talked less about the concern for meeting standards expressed by public school 
counterparts, but like them , she was concerned about the level o f engagement her 
students exhibited. She said, "I can 't be the only one invested in the third grader's 
reading I want them to love to read more than they do. I w ant them  to be engaged 
learners, able to think for themselves. I need to involve and engage them 
m o re .. .connect their needs and ideas. Each week I write in the third grade 
newsletter, Life is good in third grade,' but is it1 Can it be better1 I need the third 
graders to help me answ er this question.”
In her own way, Jeanne expressed the sam e types o f concerns I heard from other 
teachers. She wondered about how to be m ore effective in creating a classroom 
com m unity where students were invested in their learning and  took initiative, not 
because they w ould be tested, but because they were interested and invested in their 
ow n growth.
Jeanne went on to talk about the goal-setting conferences in her school as an
example. Each child in the school set goals at the start o f each year. The children
and their parents filled ou t a form that included spaces for academ ic, social, and
physical goals. In concept, the teachers believed this would help students connect
their own learning interests w ith those in school, and that students would be invested
in achieving their goals because they had created them. The concepts reflected in
this idea were sound, but Jeanne related that little investm ent or initiative on the part
o f her students cam e about. The students d id n ’t understand how  these goals were to
im pact their school experience, and the teachers did little to support the goals beyond
asking students about them  at conference time. More needed to be done if these
5
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goals were to  have impact on students or on their classroom  com m unites. Jeanne 
talked about a journal article she read about goal setting and realized that she needed 
to go beyond the surface o f goal setting to see any  real change.
Carroll and  Christenson (1995) call for goal setting through the portfolio and stress 
its im portance in encouraging students to becom e evaluators who take initiative.
The fifth graders in their study placed their evaluations o f themselves in portfolios; 
these portfolios docum ented what they knew and  did. D ocum entations included 
reading logs, written reflections, and class assignm ents. Students used this 
verification o f  their worth as a jum ping-off place and  purposefully moved forward as 
writers and readers.
Jeanne and I discussed our m utual concerns o f  how  to engage students more 
actively in their reading, how to encourage students to initiate their own learning 
plans. H elping students move forward in this w ay, however, is not an easy process. 
Students w ho have learned to follow adult expectations are often at a loss when first 
asked to set standards for themselves or identify w hat they want to learn. The 
teacher’s understanding of the nature o f  goal setting is param ount. Students must 
know w hat they can do well and be aw are o f m any possible ways to grow in order to 
make decisions about what goals to sec. they m ust be evaluators. Frequent 
interaction w ith each other helps them realize w hat o ther students are learning and 
w hat they are doing to learn it. These conversations give them ideas for goals.
These are not typical classroom conversations; they require new roles o f students. 
For students to take a leading role in determ ining their own assignments, they must 
assume a vastly different position than is typical. As I envisioned a classroom in 
w hich to collect my dissertation data, I believed it w ould need to be a place where 
much negotiation between student and teacher occurred, a classroom where the 
teacher and the students were eager (ready) to co-create learning experiences, a
classroom  w here the teacher and student roles evolved to meet the needs o f students.
6
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In short, the teacher needed to be willing to share the curriculum  building with her 
students.
This being said, I need to acknow ledge that some w ould be suspicious o f a teacher 
w anting her students to have m ore control over their learning, to play more active 
roles. However, as the teacher and "m ost m ature m em ber o f the g roup” (Dewrey, 
1902) she is m orally obligated to share her expertise with her students, to ensure 
experience that will lead to growth. If she becomes newly aware o f theories that 
show possibilities for students as evaluators her new knowledge may affect her 
practice. Her roles as a teacher may becom e m ore com plex and problematic. The 
teacher m ust be able to “see the ends in the beginnings" (Dewey, 1902) if she is to 
engage students in the construction o f curriculum . For this to happen she must learn 
to recast students' understandings, cultures, and experiences, reenvisionmg at the 
same time potentials for learning. In this way she honors who her students are in the 
present while exploring who they may become.
Educator Myles H orton, in his autobiography The Long Haul (1990), 
m etaphorically describes the kind of teacher-student relationship I envision:
I like to think that I have two eyes that I d o n ’t have to use in 
the sam e way. W hen I do educational work w ith a group o f people. I 
try to see w ith one eye where those people are as they perceive 
themselves to be. I try to find out where they are, and if I can get hold 
o f that with one eye, that's  where I start. You have to start with where 
people are, because their grow th is going to be from there, not from 
som e abstraction, or w here you are, or wrhere som eone else is. Now 
my other eye is not such a problem  because I already have in mind a 
philosophy o f  where I’d like to see people moving. It’s not a clear 
b lueprint for the future but a m ovem ent tow ard goals they don ’t 
conceive o f  a t the time. I don ’t separate these tw o ways o f looking, I 
d o n ’t say I’m going to look at where people are today, and where they 
can be tom orrow . I look at people w ith both eyes sim ultaneously all 
the time, and  as they develop and  grow I still look at them that way 
because I’ve got to rem ind m yself constantly they are not all they can 
be. If you listen to people and w ork from w hat they tell you, in a few 
days their ideas get bigger and bigger. They go back in time, ahead in
7
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their im agination. You just continue to build on people’s ow n 
experience; it is the basis for their learning, (pp. 131-132)
The teacher m ust have a clear sense o f her ow n values, intentions and  goals and 
she must enter into her students’ worlds. As the teacher. Jeanne has a particular 
slant, a belief system about how students can best learn to read; she can ’t help but be 
grounded in this. As educators, we bring to our teaching particular perceptions, 
theories, and philosophies, making the education o f others a highly political act. 
W hat I believe about teaching and learning impacts my practice. This is true for 
Jeanne as well. However, she can teach her students to set goals that they are 
interested in pursuing within this framework.
My own nagging question about how  to engage students more actively in their 
learning, especially reading, caused me to pursue many long conversations with 
Jeanne Together we discussed ways in which her own concern about the passivity 
o f her students could be addressed. Slowly, ideas for this study em erged. We both 
saw the need to connect theory and practice, going below the surface o f educational 
jargon to really look at how the ideas detailed in the professional journals could be 
not only supported, but also m aintained in meaningful ways.
My own intuition about how to proceed involved working to help children 
becom e responsible for evaluating them selves to determine w hat they needed to 
leam . Helping students to take an “inquisitive” stance toward their learning seemed 
a place to start. Jeanne agreed. She too believed that if students were to take a more 
active role in their learning, they w ould need to begin with evaluation o f themselves. 
Together, Jeanne and I made a plan for how  to begin (see chapter three).
As you will read, my questions, and  Jeanne’s questions formed the foundation for 
this study o f  third grade students w ho becam e evaluators o f themselves as readers, 
exam ining in particular, the new roles the students and teacher negotiated 
throughout the evaluation process. This included the determ ination o f their
S
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strengths, goals, assignments, and w hat to use as docum entation o f their learning 
processes in portfolios, as well as the influence o f  the classroom  com m unity on goal 
setting.
9
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CH APTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
A N  EVOLUTION OF THE N O TIO N  O F SELF EVALUATION
N ew  Roles for Teachers and Students
D ew ey (1938) writes about the im portance o f  students' involvement in their w ork 
as necessary for them  to play the role o f participatory citizens in a dem ocracy.
'W hen  education is based upon experience and  educative experience is seen to be a 
social process, the situation changes radically. The teacher loses the position o f 
external boss or dictator but takes on that o f leader o f group activities." Later,
Dewey (1973) writes about his perceived disconnect regarding the differences in w hat 
is expected from adults and children and their learning.
W ith the adult we unquestionmgly assum e that an  attitude o f personal 
inquiry, based upon the possession o f  a problem  which interests and 
absorbs, is a necessary precondition for m ental grow th. W ith the child we 
assum e that the precondition is rather a willing disposition which makes 
him  ready to subm it to any problem and m aterial presented from w ith ­
out. Alertness is our ideal in one; docility in the other (p. xiv).
He goes on to challenge this notion that the role o f “the docile student" is a role that
will lead to growth.
Lucy M itchell, a progressive educator and  contem porary' o f Dewey, writes about 
sim ilar concerns:
O ur children showed in our research studies as well as in observation 
in the classroom s that their conception o f  being good in school was to 
be quiet and  docile and to rem em ber facts w hich the teacher wanted 
them  to rem em ber. M any simply accepted school as a place where 
boredom  was to be endured and lived their real lives, followed their
10
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real interests and  drives, outside school (1953, p. 452).
M ore than fifty years ago M itchell wrote about the need for students to be actively 
engaged in planning their learning based on their ow n evaluations o f  then- needs.
She goes on to write about observing children at play after school and her realization 
that, "T heir eager response and  quick learnings when given a chance to learn 
through firsthand experiences along the lines o f their own interests proved to us that 
children needed an active role in school, unfettered by teacher regim entation”(452).
G eorge W ood (1998) and Kathy Collier Paul (1998) write about fostering the 
above ideas. They believe in dem ocracy in the classroom  and that the primary 
mission o f  education is not job  or college preparation but rather preparation for our 
m ost im portant role, that o f citizen. Shared decision m aking is the bedrock in these 
classroom s, and implies new roles for students and teachers.
Brown and C am pione (1994) argue that no single tem plate exists for building 
learning com m unities w here children and teachers share responsibility for decision 
making. "T he exact role o f  the teacher in constructivist classroom s is still largely 
uncharted" (p. 230). Teachers develop and  negotiate roles as they proceed, reacting 
to their ow n and student reflections.
Baker and M oss (1996) offer suggestions for role changes for teachers and 
students, based on their classroom  practice, that may assist educators who are 
interested in building classroom  com m unities w here students are engaged and active 
participants in constructing curriculum . First, they describe the role o f  the student as 
“The A pprentice.” They note that research studies (Sarason, 1991; G oodlad, 1984) 
that have closely observed the work of students in the classroom , report that during 
the school day, m ost students are passive recipients o f teacher-directed activities.
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This passivity for some students leads to boredom  or disinterest (lack o f engagem ent) 
resulting in distractive behavior from students. Teachers cope with these distractions 
by increasing their control over all the students creating a cycle o f teacher control 
and  student passivity. To break this unproductive cycle, Baker and M oss suggest 
casting students in the role o f  apprentice whereby they learn a new craft in the 
com pany o f  other apprentices and adult masters who are able to provide needed 
guidance. “The accent is on active participation in a wide array o f literacy events 
tha t make sense to students, parents, and the teachers" (p. 5).
For teachers, Baker and  M oss suggest the “Designer" role. “The focus moves 
aw ay from the teacher assigning a series o f discrete tasks tow ard creating new social 
arrangem ents that em phasize participation am ong peers, parents, and other adults"
(p 5). The teacher designs new opportunities for students to adopt the role o f 
apprentice thinkers. In so doing, this teacher creates a learning com m unity  where 
students and teacher actively co-create curriculum  in order for students to become 
engaged in their growth.
Cam bourne (1995) referred to engagem ent in literacy as a merger o f  multiple
qualities. He argued that engagem ent entails holding a purpose, seeking to
understand, believing in o n e ’s own capability, and taking responsibility for learning.
G uthrie, M cGough, Bennett, and Rice (1996) described engaged readers as
motivated to read for a variety o f personal goals, strategic in using m ultiple
approaches to com prehend, knowledgeable in their construction o f  new
understanding from text, and  socially interactive in their approach to literacy.
Csikszentm ihalyi (1991) described engaged reading as a state o f total absorption or
"flow." Despite the wide range o f  term inology used to describe engaged readers,
these investigators concur that engaged readers are active decision m akers w ho have
wants and intentions to guide their reading. Further, engaged reading is strongly
associated w ith reading achievem ent. Students who read actively and  frequently
12
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im prove their com prehension o f text as a consequence (Cipielewski & Stanovich, 
1992).
A nother aspect o f engagement involves choice. For exam ple, Deci, Schwartz, 
Sheinm an, and Ryan (1981) reported that teachers who enabled students to make 
choices about their learning and participation in instructional decisions created a 
classroom  environm ent in which students were motivated and contributed actively to 
classroom  learning experiences. Nolan and N ichols (1994) concur in their writing 
about student m otivation. In their research o f elem entary teachers' beliefs about 
m otivation in general, they found that children need choice to develop 
independence. They note that teachers can prom ote student choice by giving them 
input into w hich books will be read, w hether students will participate in reading 
aloud or silently, and how students report on w hat they read. Nolan and Nichols 
contend that choice is motivating because it affords students control. “Children seek 
to be in com m and o f their environm ent, rather than being m anipulated by powerful 
others. This need for self-direction can be met in reading instruction through well- 
designed choices” (p. 411). Teaching students to be evaluators o f themselves helps 
them  make choices for their own learning.
Like offering more choices to students, student-centered evaluation practices have 
also been reported to increase student engagem ent and foster active rather than 
passive roles for students. In general, evaluation that provides feedback on progress 
increases self-efficacy (Schunk & Zim m erm an, 1997) and affords students 
opportunities for establishing more active roles in learning as well as a belief in their 
ow n com petence. Children's belief in their com petence begets confidence and 
enjoym ent in learning.
The use o f  classroom  portfolios (Au & A sam , 1996) or project based exhibits
(Afflerbach, 1996) to provide a process for evaluating progress in a meaningful
context also contributes to student engagem ent. Teachers who are known to be able
13
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to spark and  sustain their students’ attention and interest in reading often report that 
they evaluate effort and progress rather than just absolu te skill (Stipek, 1991). These 
teachers encourage students to believe that effort will yield success and enjoyment.
John G uthrie  and  A llan W igfield (2000) describe the critical im portance of 
actively engaging students in the reading process. T hey contend, desired outcom es 
o f teaching such as text com prehension, knowledge acquisition from text, and 
sustainable reading practices, do not result autom atically  in response to instruction. 
These outcom es rely on engagem ent as a m ediating process. W hen engagement is 
sustained, outcom es will be positive. Strategy instruction, student choice, and 
student evaluations o f themselves impact outcom es indirectly by building and 
sustaining engagem ent in reading.
Engagem ent is the avenue through which instruction 
im pacts outcom es. Students grow in achievem ent, knowledge, 
and practices as a result o f their increasing engagem ent. Engaged 
reading and learning take time. They do not im m ediately arise 
in a lim ited task or situation. Sustained experience and perception 
of m otivation-enhancing contexts are necessary for reader 
engagem ent (p. 417).
Creating an environm ent in which students take an active, engaged role, supports a 
reciprocal process o f  engagem ent and learning. The closing lines o f the G uthrie and 
Wigfield chapter call for future research in reading engagem ent particularly in young 
readers from three to eight years. They call for richer characterizations o f engaged 
and m otivated readers, the type o f thing I have the opportun ity  to do in this 
dissertation.
The teachers o f  these students play new roles in relation  to evaluation. They no 
longer think only o f  tests w hen they consider evaluation. Rather, they look for
14
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evidence o f their students’ abilities to create knowledge (Wells, 1984). Instead of 
using teacher-centered evaluations to measure student abilities and  com pare 
children, teachers expect students to create evidence to show w hat they have learned. 
Even more im portant, these teachers serve as knowledgeable guides (Serafini, 1995), 
who watch, guide, support, and  re-direct their students while they are in the process 
o f learning.
In contrast, the more typical role o f teachers is that o f "program  operators.” who 
need to know how to im plem ent prepackaged curriculum  or present the lessons 
scripted for them in teacher m anuals (Bullough & G ntlin , 1985). These notions of 
the teacher as autom ated program  delivery' person have hopefully begun to give way 
to notions o f the teacher as one w ho assumes an active, reflective role in curriculum  
and assessment decisions (Ross. 1989). Unfortunately, public concerns about the 
state o f education in the United States com bined with the back to basics standards 
m ovem ent have renewed the drive to not only standardize curriculum , but teachers 
and how they deliver it. Teachers who wish to address these public concerns and 
change public perceptions o f new  teaching practices require a m ore public role.
Hansen (2001) writes about the changing roles o f teachers and the need to "create 
public personae o f ourselves as professionals who are articulate about w hat we do 
well and w'ho have specific plans for continuous grow th” (p. 118). If teachers want 
their changing teaching practices to be accepted, they m ust dem onstrate not just in 
their classrooms, but publicly as well, their goals about becom ing m ore adept at their 
responsibilities.
Students too, have new roles to negotiate when evaluation practices change.
The assessm ent-as-m easurem ent paradigm  in which knowledge is believed to exist
separately from the learner, and  students are expected to acquire know ledge rather
than construct it, has historically left students out o f the evaluation process
15
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(Bushweller, 1997). Under this m odel learning is viewed as the transm ission o f 
knowledge from teacher to student, m eaning is believed to reside w ithin the text, and 
only one interpretation or judgm ent is acceptable in response (Short & Burke,
1194b). Schools that employ this model often rely on external testing agencies to 
docum ent their students’ educational progress. The spare student involvem ent 
required by this paradigm does not create active participants in either the learning or 
the assessm ent processes. W hen measures outside student control take precedence in 
evaluation, students lose interest and become indifferent (Calfee & Perfum o, 1993). 
W hen teachers ask more o f their students, and expect them to have a say in 
evaluation and learning decisions, a new level o f involvement helps students to 
accept m ore responsibility for their learning and to reflect on their own educational 
progress. R ief (1992. p. 35), writing about her m iddle school students declares:
I have discovered that students know themselves as learners 
better than anyone else. They set goals for themselves and judge 
how well they reach those goals. They thoughtfully and honestly 
evaluate their own learning with far more detail and introspection 
than I thought possible. U ltimately they tell me who they are as 
readers, writers, thinkers, and hum an beings. As teachers/learners 
we have to believe in the possibilities o f our students, by trusting 
them  to show us what they know  and valuing what they are able 
to do with that knowledge.
Valencia (1990) cites active, collaborative reflection between students and 
teachers as key to the developm ent o f  evaluative abilities. The benefits o f  
collaboration are threefold First, collaboration encourages students to look critically 
at themselves as learners, define their own strengths and needs, and take increased 
responsibility for learning decisions. Secondly, collaboration provides teachers with 
new  understandings o f student goals, which hopefully lead to more effective 
curriculum  planning and evaluation practices. Thirdly, students gain increased 
understanding o f adults’ evaluative criteria and perspectives, w hich enables them  to 
assess their products and growth in new ways (pp. 338-339).
16
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Students need to be invited to participate in determ ining the criteria by which 
then  work will be judged  and  then play a role in actually judging their work (Kohn, 
1993). The new roles that teachers and students adapt and  adopt require, too, a re­
defined relationship betw een teacher and student.
These Roles Re-define Teacher-Student Relationships
As teachers move from teacher-centered instructional practices to those in which 
teachers and students share responsibilities, students' perceptions o f their needs 
inform teachers’ instructional decisions. W hen teachers ask students to show others 
w hat they do well and w hat does not satisfy them, the students start to create plans 
for what to do next. Teachers teach students about the various processes they may 
use in order to move forward. Teachers re-evaluate the role o f the students and place 
new value on student input and initiative.
Lucy Mitchell writes about a good life for teachers and  students in Our Children 
and Our Schools (1940). She advocates child-initiated goals as an im portant part o f 
healthy growth and learning. Her vision o f  the teacher-student relationship depends 
on active student involvem ent. ‘Children 's questionings, then  intellectual 
curiosities, their urge to investigate will abate unless they arc kept in action" (10). It 
is part of the teacher’s responsibility to ensure that students’ questionings are central 
to their learning experiences. M itchell has this to say about the relationship between 
the teacher and the student:
The teacher-child and  the child-teacher relationship is a close one in 
a more significant w ay than spending hours each day together in the 
same room. There m ust be a sharing o f interest, a sharing o f planning, 
a sharing o f putting interests into action. The teacher rem ains an adult 
though she becom es a member o f  the group. H er role is different from 
the role o f  children. But it remains true that teacher and children must
17
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have a good life together, or neither will have a good life (p. 17).
Shifting responsibility in the teacher-student relationship allows students to set goals, 
a new role for them.
A n elem ent o f C am boum e’s (1995) conditions o f  learning theory is the notion o f 
"responsibility." Learners need to make their ow n decisions about when, how , and 
w hat to learn in any task. C am boum e believes that learners who do not exercise the 
ability to make decisions are at a disadvantage in developing independence from the 
teacher. He believes students w ho are dependent upon teachers as the source o f their 
learning in school are at a loss when asked to perform  at high levels o f thinking. 
Learners who take a m ore active role in the decisions that affect their learning are 
likely to becom e more interested.
A ccording to Vygotsky (1978). the developm ent o f higher order m ental functions 
begins in social interaction and then is internalized psychologically. The vital role of 
teachers and other adults is to support children 's developm ent in terms o f both their 
actual developm ent and their potential. Vygotsky's “zone o f  proxim al developm ent” 
(ZPD ) requires the support o f  adults and peers to provide the necessary assistance or 
scaffold that enables the child to move tow ard independent functioning. The 
teacher's role is one o f supporting, guiding, and facilitating developm ent and 
learning, as opposed to the traditional view' o f teaching as transm ission o f 
know ledge. The N ational O rganization for the Education o f Y oung Children 
(N A EY C , 1997) draws upon the theories o f  Dewey and Vygotsky and sum m arizes 
its theoretical underpinnings in this way, "Learning should be viewed as a 
developm ental, interactive process; learning occurs in children’s minds as a result o f 
an interaction--an interaction between thought and experience, an interaction 
betw een child and adult, or between children and their peers.” These interactions 
help students construct new  understandings.
18
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Relationships Promote Constructivism
C onstructivism  provides theory to support dem ocratic roles in classrooms and 
students' evaluations as central to learning. It has roots in philosophy, psychology, 
sociology, and  education. Constructivism 's central idea is that learners build new 
knowledge upon the foundation o f previous learning. Prior knowledge influences 
what new or m odified know ledge students will construct from new learning 
experiences. This view o f learning is in sharp contrast to the more traditional view 
that learners receive new knowledge from a m ore knowledgeable other. In other 
words, reception, not construction would be key.
In reporting his interpretation o f  data from a fifteen year longitudinal study where 
he followed the developm ent o f  children's language from their first words to the end 
of their elem entary education. Wells (1986) states that the aim  o f teachers should be 
"to foster the ability o f students to take control o f their ow n learning so that 
eventually they can assum e responsibilities for planning o f learning activities to an 
increasing degree" (p. 220). He characterizes w hat is now regarded as constructivism 
in this way:
Teaching can no longer be seen as the im parting o f  inform ation 
to relatively passive recipients and  then checking to see that they 
can correctly reproduce it. Instead, it is more appropriately 
characterized as a partnership in learning. The tasks o f the partners 
are necessarily different as a result o f  their differing levels o f 
expertise, but the goal is the sam e for students and  teachers alike.
W ithout too m uch exaggeration, it can be described as the 
guided reinvention o f knowledge (p. 220).
A nother im portan t notion o f  constructivism  is that learning is active not passive. 
If w hat learners encounter is inconsistent w ith their current understanding, they can 
change their understanding  to accom m odate new experience. Learners actively build 
this new know ledge and need tim e to do so. Am ple time allows students to reflect
19
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upon experiences, upon how  those experiences line up against current 
understandings, and on how different understandings m ight change their view o f the 
world.
Crafton and Burke (1994) write about inquiry-based evaluation in which children 
construct m eaning from their experiences and initiate educative experiences focused 
on personal meanings and the classroom “thought collective."
Evaluation is an integral part o f good learning... Evaluation criteria m ust be 
internally defined, tied to social context and constructed for specific learner 
purposes. From this perspective, evaluation, like the rest o f the curriculum , 
is used to generate know ledge...Evaluation occurs as learners take reflective 
stances in relation to their work and then invite others in to have 
conversations about it (p. 4-5).
The nature o f their learning informs their teacher's teaching, which in turn influences 
the students. Children construct im portant learning through child-initiated 
experiences and they also learn a great deal from adults. The teaching-learning- 
evaluation process is interactive.
Underlying the constructivist theory and its goals is recognition o f the value o f the 
student as thinker. W ithout an appreciation o f and a belief in the capability and 
value o f the student's thinking ability, constructivism  w ould not exist. After all, why 
would we need to understand the student’s point o f view if the teacher's view is the 
only one that m atters1
Richetti and Sheerin (1999) propose four question-based problem-solving 
strategies that they have successfully used in classroom s to im plem ent constructivist 
theory. For example, the SCAN strategy— See the issues, Clarify the issues, Assess 
priorities, and  Nam e steps—can be used to help students set goals for independent 
learning. The authors also offer a distinction regarding the quality o f questions 
generated. They note that constructivists rely upon the student to generate 
meaningful questions. They contend most questioning strategies, even when
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effective at stim ulating thought about a given point, do little to help students become 
better questioners. T hrough self-evaluation, and the determ ination o f learning goals, 
students are m ore able to construct learning experiences w hich lend themselves to 
the creation o f  relevant and authentic questions.
Literacy teaching in schools has undergone trem endous changes in the past 
twenty years. A t least partly because o f the rapidly changing nature o f  a highly 
technological society, literacy can no longer be defined as m astery o f  a set o f isolated 
sub skills. Experts today em phasize not simply m echanics such as word recognition, 
gram m ar, spelling, and rote com prehension questions but also the m eaning making 
aspects o f literacy w hich enable people to use reading and w riting to gain 
inform ation, and connect with and influence others. W ells (1990) speaks for many 
educators w hen he says. “To be fully literate is to have the disposition to engage 
appropriately w ith texts o f different types in order to em pow er action, feeling, and 
thinking in the context o f  purposeful social activity" (p. 14). Rexford Brown (1990) 
asserts that literacy provides the means for a group to consider itself within a 
historical context, “Literacy is first o f all a process o f  m aking m eaning and 
negotiating it w ith others. It is not just a set o f skills useful for understanding the 
works and ideas o f previous generations, it is a way o f creating here and now, the 
meanings by w hich individuals and groups share their lives and  plan their futures"
(p.35). Students need a constructivist approach to literacy instruction to achieve 
these goals.
Kenneth G oodm an (1986) and Frank Smith (1986) view reading as a process in
which the reader deals w ith inform ation and constructs m eaning continuously. They
recognize tha t the reading process involves readers in m aking predictions, confirming
or disconfirm ing these while reading, and incorporating inform ation from the text
with their ow n experience and prior knowledge. Louise Rosenblatt (1978) suggests
"the reader brings to a text all o f her personal experiences along with the influence o f
2 1
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her cultural m ilieu The text is the black and  white graphic display created by the 
author...the transaction (between reader and text) is the m eaning (poem), but the 
transactions m ay not be the same for each reader (because o f  her individual life 
experiences)". S tudents construct m eaning and  m ust ask their ow n im portant 
questions.
Educators' interest in constructivist approaches continues to grow. Evidence that 
students m ay benefit from a teacher’s use o f  constructivist approaches com es from 
several sources. N um erous accounts, m any written by teachers, provide enthusiastic 
descriptions o f  the workings o f constructivist approaches in classroom s or schools, 
including anecdotal evidence or case studies pointing to the learning aims o f 
individual students (Calkins, 1991; Mills & Clyde, 1990; Short & Pierce, 1990).
The overarching goals o f constructivism are straightforw ard and com m endable: 
helping students becom e autonom ous learners and thinkers, explore im portant 
questions, and  build and  integrate deeper understandings o f knowledge (Richetti & 
Sheerin, 1999).
Constructivism  Supports Evaluation by Students
My reading o f  Lucy Mitchell (1953) further supports my notions o f  students’ 
evaluations as the basis for learning. Foregrounding all o f M itchell’s work in 
education w as the form ation o f her ideas about how  children learn. She form ulated 
the nature o f  the learning process at any age as follows:
First, there is an experience, som ething that happens to one. This I 
call “ intake." T hen there follows a transm utation, a digestion o f  the 
experience out o f  which comes doing-som ething-about-it, an 
expression in o n e’s own terms which is essentially a creative, active 
thing. This I call “outgo .” Outgo m ay be som e kind o f  art expression; 
or a new  attitude; or a seeing o f a new relationship, w hich is thinking.
The learning process is not com plete w ithout both intake and outgo.
(p. 276)
M itchell studied those occasions when students “do som ething about it.” She
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docum ented the conditions that surrounded their evaluations o f  their needs, the 
options they considered as possible solutions, and  the actions they took. Evaluation 
was central to the decisions the students made.
M onroe (1993) writes about how the present evaluation systems in schools are 
reflected in narrow ly conceived testing, grouping and grading program s. They 
discourage the kind o f  sustained, collaborative inquiry that should characterize 
A m erica’s schools. Evaluation programs m ust change to prom ote instruction 
systems that encourage engagem ent with challenging ideas and student perseverance.
Jam ie M cK enzie (1998) states. "The ability to frame good questions may be the 
most powerful technology ever invented, and we m ust pass it on to our students. 
Q uestions arc the tools required for us to ‘make up our minds' and develop 
m eaning" (27). The basis o f evaluation is a good question. Teachers need to help 
students develop a questioning stance tow ard learning. W hen students take on the 
role o f self-evaluator, their questions becom e the center o f teaching decisions. M any 
students are used to classroom s in which teachers ask most o f the questions and 
already have answers in mind. "W hen we encourage, support, guide students’ 
natural inquiry- and investigation, our students gather evidence and use it to confirm , 
revise, refute, extend and construct learning" (R outm an, 2000).
Roller, Beed, and Forsyth (1996) defined a continuum  of "scaffolding" for helping
students develop self-evaluation abilities. A t one end o f the continuum  the teacher
assumes total responsibility by solving any dilem m a or answering any question.
N ext the teacher invites the ch ild ’s participation. As the child is invited to self-
evaluate, the teacher helps the child by cueing a specific evaluative strategy. This
may involve teaching the child questioning strategies, imaging strategies, or w riting
strategies. Further across the continuum  the teacher cues general strategy use,
usually by asking a question such as, “W hat might help you answ er your question, or
m ove forward on your goal?” A t this point, the teacher begins to reinforce the
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child’s independent use o f  a strategy. Finally, the teacher builds m etacognitive 
aw areness in the child, so that evaluation becomes a conscious habit o f  mind. The 
authors advocate that for children to learn to be self-evaluators, the teacher needs to 
offer direct instruction tow ard those ends.
Costa (1991) rem inds us that the "ultim ate purpose o f evaluation is to enable 
students who evaluate them selves." Farr asserts:
Students need to becom e good self-assessors if they are to im prove 
their literacy skills. They need to select, review, and think about the 
reading and writing they are doing. They need to be able to revise 
their own writing and  to revise their com prehension as they read. If 
students understand their ow n needs they will improve. Students 
should, in fact, be the prim ary assessors of their ow n literacy 
development (p. 30).
In Portfolios in the Reading- Writing Classroom, Tierney, Carter, and D esai (1991) 
em phasize self-assessment again and again:
A reader or w riter’s perspective o f his or her achievements and 
meaning-making skills is at the heart o f assessment and em pow ering 
students to be decision makers. Assessment should be directed at 
helping students engage in self-assessment and evaluation o f  their own 
abilities (p.32).
Self-assessment helps students to take steps tow ard becom ing lifelong 
learners and assists students w ith taking responsibility for their 
learning processes and  the w ork they produce...Assessm ent practices 
should involve the students. If we w ant students to develop into 
independent thinkers and  successful performers they must have the 
skills, knowledge, and  confidence to evaluate their ow n processes and 
products (p.35).
Peter Johnston (1992) states, “C entral to both independence and literacy is the ability 
to m onitor and evaluate o n e ’s ow n literate activity and to reflect on w hat that 
activity and changes in it m ean ’’ (p. 28).
W ade (1995) studied the developm ent o f student em pow erm ent and  initiative
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with these questions:
• How do students respond to opportunities to initiate their ow n learning?
• How  can opportunities be created that will bridge the present teacher-centered 
approach to more student-centered, em pow ered learning experiences?
• Will students respond favorably to these invitations or resist the opportunity to
play a stronger role in their school life?
H er findings point to the critical role o f the teacher, the im portance o f  understanding 
contextual influences on  student initiative, and the centrality o f studen ts’ decisions 
about their learning. W hen teachers base their instruction on studen ts’ expressed 
needs, the students ability to evaluate themselves becomes param ount.
To teach students to evaluate themselves begets teachers to teach students to do 
w hat the teacher has typically done (H ansen and  Jenkins, 1997; Jervis, 1996).
D onald Graves (1994) points out the im portance o f these evaluation skills for 
children. They becom e our inform ants as we actively listen to w hat they have to say:
Unless children speak about w hat they know, we lose out on w hat they know 
and how they know  it. Through our eyes and ears we learn from  them: their 
stories, how  they solve problems, w hat their wishes and dream s are, what 
works and doesn’t work, their vision o f a better classroom, and  w hat they 
need to learn to succeed...W e transform  w hat we learn from them  
into an effective learning history, (p. 16)
Students tell us their wishes, w hat they need; we teach to those needs. The students
know that we take their self-evaluation seriously.
M arie Clay (1993) writes the following about the im portance o f  students’
involvement in the evaluation o f their work:
Be careful not to establish a pattern w here the child waits for the teacher 
to do the work. This is the point at w hich the child m ust learn that he 
must work at a difficulty, take some initiative, and make som e links.
(p. 40)
All children must learn to work out a difficulty, and take steps tow ard resolution.
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W hat does the child choose to do w hen confronted with som ething she doesn't 
know1 Student choice is possible when students can generate options. They 
evaluate these options and  make a choice.
Boersma (1995) bears this out in her report o f  a series o f  curricular modifications 
she made in an effort to increase students' abilities to self-evaluate and  set goals. 
Reviews o f current curricular content and instructional m ethods had revealed an 
absence o f possible alternative strategies and an overem phasis on teacher evaluation 
o f students. Boersm a added reflective writing, student literacy portfolios, and 
student generated questions for study to her curriculum  in her effort to help her 
students becom e better evaluators o f themselves. She was no longer the only 
evaluator o f student work. Her students learned how to generate meaningful 
evaluations o f them selves through their writing, and also to make choices for their 
learning experiences.
M argaret D onaldson  (1978) writes that self-evaluation “ typically develops when 
something gives us pause... we stop to consider the possibilities o f  acting which are 
before us... we heighten our awareness o f w hat is actual by considering what is 
possible. W e are conscious of w hat we do to the extent that we are conscious also o f 
what we do not d o -o f  w hat we might have done. The notion o f choice is thus 
central” (p. 95-96).
Grubb and  C ourtney  (1996) write about student choices w hen they evaluate
themselves in order to set goals and show  progress via their portfolios. These
students’ engagem ent in their work increased. Similarly, in their action research
project, Phillips and  Steinkam p (1995) found that by instituting a portfolio
assessment plan w ith goal-setting com ponents there was a positive influence on the
students’ academ ic m otivation. Students w ho formerly dem onstrated little
confidence and low  self-esteem became m ore engaged in their learning when they
learned about their classm ates’ choices and  set goals that interested themselves
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personally.
Sunstein (2000) explains that "portfolio keepers" who evaluate their own work 
learn (among many things) to set personal literacy goals: reading, writing, thinking, 
over and over again. She notes that literacy portfolios are the products o f our processes, 
a notion Dewey (1938) w rote about in this way:
Keeping track is a m atter o f reflective review and sum m arizing, in 
which there is both discrim ination and a record of the significant 
features of a developing experience. It is the heart o f intellectual 
organization and o f  the disciplined m ind.”
Sunstein further states that the "crucial piece of portfolio keeping is the critical
analysis that comes with reflection (p. 226)." Portfolios enable students to gather
literacies, identify and organize them , and catalogue accom plishm ents and goals-
from successes to instructive failures. Portfolio discussions about questions, choices,
and what was done about them  generate new strategies and these will generate goals.
Portfolios in other settings have been credited with em powering students 
(N ew m an and Smolen. 1993), helping students to plan their own learning, and 
encouraging goal setting. However, these virtues were only realized in a few 
classrooms out o f entire schools. For m ost classrooms, student goal setting with the 
aim  of increasing student input and initiative was an ideal on paper only. Students 
set goals and then were asked to review them some weeks or m onths later (or not at 
all). If the goals were reached it is as likely a fluke as it is part o f a plan. W hen 
student goals are ignored and  students a ren ’t helped to leam to value their plans, 
m ixed messages are sent about w hat we say we want and w hat we really value. If 
students are to take more initiative, their goals must be integrated into their daily 
lives.
This requires new roles for students and teachers. RogofF(1990, p .34) writes that 
ch ildren’s social and cognitive developm ent "occurs through guided participation in
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social activity with com panions who support and stretch children 's understanding of 
and skill in using the tools o f  culture." In this environm ent, “curriculum  and 
instruction are anchored in m eaning and curriculum  is negotiated, not 
predeterm ined" (Baker and  Moss, 1996, p. 3). As Harste explains, “Aspects o f this 
process include m aking m eaning, sharing meaning, extending meaning, savoring 
meaning, and generating new m eaning" (1993, p. 2).
W ith all the research in support o f constructivist theories and self-evaluation as 
key to student learning, why are many students not taught to make decisions about 
their learning!’ M uch o f  w hat is talked about at conferences and in college 
classrooms has had lim ited im pact in elementary classrooms. W hat can be done to 
foster and m aintain self-evaluation processes for students so they actively construct 
their own learning experiences’’ W hat roles do students and teachers need to adopt 
in order to encourage and sustain motivated, engaged reading1 Learning to be co­
creators of curriculum  and active self-evaluators will be the challenge o f the children 
in the classroom where I will collect my data. They will need to negotiate new roles 
with their teacher.
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CH APTER 3 
RESEARCH PROCESS
I spent ten weeks collecting data in Jeanne B ennek’s third grade classroom  at St. M ary o f 
the Lake Elem entary School, a non-public. C atholic school in W hite Bear Lake, M innesota. 
The classroom  was com prised o f 27 students, Jeanne, and an assistant. Students cam e from 
varied backgrounds and diverse socioeconom ic worlds. The elem entary school houses 
preschool through grade five. There is one class each o f kindergarten through grade five 
and a school population o f about 175.
The school characterizes their curriculum  as “w hole language" (St. M ary's Family 
Handbook). Unlike m any o f the classrooms 1 visited and  in which I supervised student 
teachers, the children in Jeanne 's school read and write each day for m eaningful purposes. 
The teachers foster "discovery learning" in the areas o f  m ath and science as students 
construct m eaning from the varied experiences in w hich they are involved. At the start of 
the school year, each family is presented with a folder outlining the school's philosophy and 
curricular approach. An opening letter to families from  faculty states, “Just as the whole 
child is m ade up o f many individual parts, each o f w hich cannot function w ithout the other, 
so is curriculum  defined by integrating the philosophy w ith each discipline. This holistic 
approach focuses on the "w hole ch ild ,” on his or her individual needs, developm ental level, 
and specific learning style. Through this W hole Language approach a variety o f teaching 
strategies and m aterials are utilized to enable students to develop to th e n  greatest potential. "
Jeanne has been at St. M ary ’s for 25 years and  views herself as a learner w ith her
students. She has continued to change and grow throughout her teaching life. Jeanne has
struggled with m any o f the sam e issues I did as a classroom  teacher, issues that face m any
teachers today. For exam ple, she has tried to give m ore voice to her students by having
them  choose their ow n reading material, w riting topics, and spelling words, but was often
faced with an adm inistration w ho feared the w orth o f  students’ choices. The principal o f
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the school and  several school com m ittee members often expressed concern that the children 
would not be prepared for m iddle school because when they chose their own spelling words 
for exam ple, the students w ould be too easy on themselves simply because they were 
allowed to choose the words. Assignm ents created by the teacher were considered more 
valuable than  those designed by the students, and standardized test scores were considered 
more valuable than  the teacher’s opinion. Students’ opinions were valued even less. Even 
so, Jeanne w anted to m ake self-evaluation more central to her studen ts’ learning.
G oal setting by the students, as part of self-evaluation, had been a part o f Jeanne's 
classroom practice for m any years, yet like many teachers she had been disappointed with 
the im pact it had  on the lives o f her students. Student goal setting rem ained on the surface 
level never delving deeper to help students discover through their evaluations o f themselves 
what appropriate goals w ould be. Tim e within the school day was only infrequently set 
aside to help students as they set goals. Goal setting happened at the beginning of each 
quarter w hen students evaluated themselves and decided w hat they needed to work on.
Then students evaluated th en  progress on those goals at the end o f  the quarter. The day-to- 
day happenings o f  the class may or m ay have not im pacted students' abilities to meet their 
goals; no one purposefully revisited their goal.
Jeanne w anted the goal setting to become an active force in students taking initiative for 
and continually  evaluating their ow n learning. Having w orked with children on goal-setting 
for several years, Jeanne recognized that the third graders needed to do more than simply 
identify their goals. They needed to frequently revisit them . If their visions for themselves 
were not taken seriously, then it m ay actually be harm ful to ask them  to set goals. Jeanne 
worried as she reflected on her use o f  goal setting, that w hen she asked students to create 
goals, and then ignored the goals wdthin the context o f  her teaching day, she added to the 
disinterest students felt. After all, it appeared she w asn’t interested in the goals her students 
set, why should they be7
Jeanne was considering a m ajor change. She was intentionally m aking her practice
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problematic. In order to honor her students' goals she w ould need to provide tim e for them 
to work on their goals, and these tasks would need to be part o f  their regular schoolwork. 
This possibility excited and w orried her. She was excited about working on this new- 
professional goal: to teach her students to self-evaluate so they w ould becom e m ore 
engaged. She worried about the curriculum. W ould her students be prepared for fourth 
grade1 W ould her students resist or embrace their changing role and her changing role in 
the classroom 1 W ould her students choose "appropriate" goals1 How would the term  
"appropriate" be defined in this classroom 1
It was our prediction that Jeanne would be able to base her instruction on the ch ild ren’s 
sell-perceived needs and redirect some children, if necessary, tow ard appropriate goals. She 
would make daily decisions about when to step in and w hen not. M aking these decisions 
would be problem atic, yet it represented the art and craft o f teaching. Taped to the side o f a 
tile cabinet in Jeanne's classroom  were these words which exem plified to her the nature o f 
the kind o f teacher she aspired to be:
Teaching is an art. It is the art o f sim ultaneously co-creating curriculum  with 
learners and o f standing outside that process, observing and reflecting, so that 
action taken serves the learning. Teaching is an intentional act.
Jeanne's decisions would be guided by her overall reason for em barking on this study in 
the hrst place. Jeanne, like me, was concerned about the students in her classroom , even 
though, in this Catholic School, the children were, for the m ost part, interested in reading 
and writing and  supported by their parents. They were, as a class, good students. In spite of 
this, Jeanne worried.
G iven tha t for 25 years she had seen her students and their families in church and the 
com m unity after they left her classroom , she had a sense o f  how  they grew as students and, 
overall, as citizens. Too many o f  them  did not see themselves as the person responsible for 
w hat they did as readers and writers. They got good grades, but m any w eren’t readers.
They did no t view themselves as agents in their own learning. Reading and w riting w-ere
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not indispensable tools that enabled them  to enter m ore deeply into dem ocratic life. The 
statements above are adm ittedly anecdotal and intuitive on Jeanne's behalf. However, in 
the twenty-five years she taught third grade at St. M ary 's, she got to know her students and 
their families well. The small size o f the school com m unity, and the close knit nature o f 
parish life afforded teachers at St. M ary’s an opportunity  to continue relationships with 
students well beyond sixth grade. Jeanne, for instance, routinely received invitations to high 
school graduation parties for former students each year. Jeanne’s own three children also 
attended St M ary 's, extending her role o f "teacher" to include "m other o f friends" as well. 
Further, Jeanne earned the title o f school historian because she followed the local papers 
and cut out articles, photos of sports teams, honor role lists etc. that included names and 
stones about alum ni. These articles and photos were featured on a bulletin board in the 
school's main entry. Jeanne was able to gain a sense o f  w hat students were doing when 
they left St M ary 's It seemed to Jeanne that many students were good at the "gram m ar o f 
school," but not actively engaged in learning that was m eaningful to them. She sensed a 
flatness in her ow n teaching o f reading. She decided that som ething fundamentally 
different must be done for these students, and she w ould be the one to begin.
In many ways Jeanne shared responsibility for evaluation with her students already. 
Students led their parents through portfolio conferences and selected their own spelling 
words and w riting topics. They even shared their goals at these conferences, but Jeanne 
realized that m ost o f the time she transm itted knowledge to her students based upon her 
goals rather than theirs. She and the students did not co-create their curriculum. Jeanne 
hoped that by teaching her students to evaluate them selves m ore frequently, they w ould be 
m ore equipped to  initiate meaningful, educative experiences for themselves.
She decided to change the focus o f the students' portfolios. They would start to use them  
as tools to enable their learning, not just as places w here they docum ented their grow th 
toward Jeanne’s goals. If the portfolios could becom e tools, the students could use these
sets o f inform ation to help them create the kinds o f  goals that could guide their daily work.
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Then the students' exam ples o f  their class work, in their portfolios, would be docum entation 
o f their goals.
Portfolios were Jeanne 's  choice for docum entation o f  her studen ts’ growth because they 
show more than letter grades or numerical scores. Learners set goals, made plans, gathered 
resources and m onitored their own progress. Jeanne felt tha t her students needed to be able 
to do these things. If they couldn 't they would be dependent on others to initiate and 
m onitor for them . Also, H ansen (1992a, 1992b, c, 1994) had  dem onstrated that children are 
perfectly capable o f  assum ing the responsibility for docum enting  their growth. Her research 
showed children using portfolios as tools.
Jeanne w anted to explore the impact o f the students' goals on their initiative, successive 
evaluations o f themselves, and future choices of assignm ents. She talked to me about 
changing her role to support students in taking responsibility for building curriculum.
She said she would not give them assignments for reading  class. Her students would 
analyze their ow n strengths and  weaknesses and decide w hat they needed/w anted  to learn. 
They would determ ine w hat their assignments would be. Jeanne w anted them  to evaluate 
their learning processes on a daily basis and regularly docum en t w hat they were learning.
S tudents' roles w ould need to change a great deal, and  1 focused my data collection on 
those changes as I pursued my overall question. W hen th ird  grade students become better 
evaluators o f them selves as readers, what new roles do they negotiate for themselves1" In 
addition to the overall research question I exam ined several sub questions: W hat about self- 
evaluation did children need to know1 W hat happened w hen  students mimicked their 
teacher’s criteria? H ow  were goals negotiated when student criteria differed dramatically 
from teacher criteria? W ho resisted changing roles and w hy? These were key tensions to be 
aw are o f  th roughout the study.
M eeting the Students
O n a bright, crisp O ctober m orning I arrive at the school. It feels bitter-sw'eet as I recall
the ten years I spent teaching fifth grade in this 85 year o ld  building. For today’s purposes,
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however, I don 't need to climb all three stairways to the interm ediate floor. 1 stay on the 
second floor and prepare to visit the third grade classroom.
Jeanne and the children are ready for me. They know me already, some because I have 
taught older brothers and sisters, some through school folk-lore, and  all because I spent 
several m ornings as a casual observer in their room  the m onth before.
I had already collected, per Institutional Review Board instruction, assent forms and all 
27 children along with their parents had agreed to participate in the study.
I introduce m yself again to the children and explain my role in their classroom. "I used 
to be the fifth grade teacher. Now I am  going to school to learn m ore about how children 
make sense o f learning to read and write." Jeanne joins in and relates that she, too, wants 
to learn m ore about them  as readers and writers. She wants to be a better reading teacher 
and she thinks the students are her best source o f inform ation. The children look mildly 
puzzled, but content to keep listening. I explain that I will com e to their classroom for 
about ten weeks. D uring that time I will talk to them about their reading just like Mrs. 
Bennek does. Som etim es 1 will help her teach, but mostly I will be asking lots o f questions. 
I tell them  that though 1 may have lots o f questions they can always decide that they d o n ’t 
w ant to talk with me.
T hroughout my data collection, the children knew I was writing about them, and they 
com m ented as my purple folder grew thicker each week with sheets o f  paper full o f  my 
scratchy handw riting. I had individual sheets for each child that had  h is /h e r goal and  plans 
on one side and  my com m ents on the other. This is where I wrote the details o f  our 
conversations, and som e students liked to find their sheets and re-read w hat we shared in 
conversation. M ore than one student com m ented that I could use a dose o f Mrs. B ennek’s 
world renow ned cursive writing sessions. As I interviewed children, I stopped frequently to 
ask, “Is this w hat you meant? D id I get this right?” The third graders corrected me or 
clarified their answers before I m oved on.
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A  Teacher and a Researcher
Jeanne was the teacher and I was the researcher for this study, but in many ways Jeanne 
acted as a co-researcher. She initiated the question about how to make students' self- 
evaluations m ore central to her teaching, and together we decided upon the use o f  goal 
setting as the fram ework. Jeanne read field notes and transcripts and occasionally w rote 
responses. M ore frequently, we discussed the data during lunch or planning times. Jeanne 
knew the children much better than I--she planned instruction, conferred about their reading 
and writing, talked to their parents, shared their stories about weekend adventures, 
bandaged their knees, m ediated playground d ispu tes-and  I valued her insights. I needed 
her to confirm w hether I was seeing clearly, and to provide context for her teaching 
decisions. She provided another eye. and fresh perspectives on my interpretations. W hile I 
was confident about my analysis o f  transcripts, Jeanne provided m eaningful context for 
conversations and  learning experiences that continued in my absence. Her com m ents were 
perhaps the m ost im portant triangulation o f my data.
W hile this study cannot be characterized as teacher research, there are many elem ents o f
teacher research that were present in the relationship between Jeanne and me. O ur
com bined efforts provided a forum  for actively reflecting on what was happening in the
classroom for these students as Jeanne and I encouraged new roles for them . Simply stated,
teacher-researcher studies are attem pts by a teacher to illuminate pedagogical acts by
searching and re-searching the teaching experience for inform ation about the teacher's
actions. "The aim  o f the teacher-researcher is not to create educational laws (as is
sometimes done in physical sciences) in order to predict and explain teaching and learning.
Instead, the teacher-researcher attem pts to make visible the experiences o f teachers and
children acting in the w orld” (Burton, p. 226). Burton further characterizes what teacher-
researchers do as a reciprocal relationship between action and reflection. As teachers reflect
in a disciplined m anner on their teaching (through observations, anecdotal records,
reflective journals and conversations with colleagues) these reflections im pact pedagogical
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actions Actions provide substance for reflections. This is the reciprocal nature o f  teacher 
research; to be a teacher-researcher is to be a teacher and a learner. Frieire (1985) states:
I consider it an im portant quality  for virtue to understand the im possible 
separation o f teaching and  learning. Teachers should be conscious 
every day they are com ing to school to learn and  not just to teach. This 
way we are not just teachers but teacher learners. It is really im possible 
to teach w ithout learning as well as learning w ithout teaching. W e 
cannot separate one ffom the other; we create a violence when we try.
Over a period o f time we no longer perceive it a violence when we 
continually separate teaching from learning. Then we conclude that the 
teacher teaches and the studen t leams. T hat unfortunately is w hen 
students are convinced that they com e to school to be taught and that 
being taught often means transference o f knowledge (pp. 16-17).
Jeanne and I wanted to use the reciprocity between action and reflection to sustain our 
study of students as they learned to be better evaluators o f themselves. It was im portant to 
Jeanne that her students see her as a learner with them. She modeled self-evaluation by 
talking about her own literacy goals and  writing her own plan along with students.
She also showed her students that her teaching actions were based on her reflections about 
them  and how to support them  as they worked on their goals. Action is the conten t o f 
reflection; reflection is the driving force behind action for it strengthens and gives intentions 
sustenance and elevates them ffom their status as mere impressions. The results o f actively 
evaluating Jeanne's experiences with her students brought forth new notions for Jeanne and 
me about w hat happens when students set goals for themselves and continually evaluate 
then  progress.
Jeanne and I discussed my role as a researcher in her classroom in lim ited ways before 
the study began. In my research notes I wrote, "This feels like a good fit. I hope Jeanne is 
com fortable enough with my being here to tell me if I intrude in ways she h asn ’t 
an ticipated .” W hile "intruding" was no t a m ajor concern to me, my research ethic was one 
that allow ed Jeanne to take the lead. I respected Jeanne’s leadership in classroom , as well 
as her goal to exam ine her teaching a n d  change her practice to allow great student
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engagem ent. Jeanne and I have know n each other for fifteen years: nine o f those years we 
taught together. W e have alw ays talked "reading and w riting” with each other, and I felt 
com fortable going into her classroom . Jeanne com m ented m any times that she was excited 
to have someone in her classroom  to engage in discussions about theory and practice, 
som eone who was in the trenches with her, not just behind a podium  at a conference or 
workshop. I was glad she view ed my presence as a supportive one and not as someone who 
was com ing in to serve only a personal agenda.
My stance toward research in Jeanne's classroom is captured by Savage’s (1988) article, 
"Can Ethnographic N arrative Ever Be a Neighborly A ct1"
Neighborliness is a kind o f praxis, a practical activity having a 
complex intellectual dim ension...A s an interpretive or educational 
activity, neighborliness takes the form o f describing, representing, 
or m irroring a g ro u p ’s understanding of its ow n circum stances and 
discussing these so that the group comes to consciousness about the 
problematic character o f then- circumstances in ways that assist 
them in becom ing more able to transform these. Changes in 
consciousness take place, in part, because the difference o f the 
neighborly educato r and the abstracting possibilities o f the 
representations assist people both in coming nearer to the 
circum stances o f  their lives and in gaining a critical distance in 
relation to them  (p. 13).
I w anted my inquiry to prom pt teachers (as it does me) to "reflect on the complexity and
prom ise o f their lives, and gather energy and support for the task o f  envisioning new
alternatives for their ow n practices" (Savage, 1988, p. 15). M y inquiry about how to use
students’ evaluations o f them selves to initiate more active roles in their learning, supported
Jeanne’s authentic questions abo u t how to better engage her students in meaningful learning
experiences.
This neighborly stance also directed me on occasions when Jeanne and I had differing 
opinions about how to proceed in particular situations. I deferred to Jeanne’s teaching
decisions in all cases because I respected her role as the teacher o f  this group o f  children.
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For exam ple, on a few occasions while Jeanne was conferring with a child, she w ould end a 
conversation that I thought she should pursue further. As the researcher, I hoped for more 
inform ation about how  Jeanne's role im pacted a student's actions, and som etim es Jeanne 
would miss what I saw  as a valuable teaching mom ent. A n exam ple o f this follows.
Jeanne (J): W hat are you working on Anna?
Anna (A): I'm m aking a list o f books I've read so far.
J: Is the list for your portfolio docum entation1
A: I haven 't decided yet. I'm  just m aking the list first.
J So you don 't know what you'll do with the list1
A: I might just study it to see w hat I 'm  reading... maybe write about it.
J: O K Let me know if you need anything.
At this point I wished Jeanne had questioned Anna further to explore w hat A nna m eant by 
writing about the list.’’ I thought Jeanne missed an opportunity to talk with A nna about 
her goal to "read m ore w idely” and also to help Anna evaluate her reading choices in 
several different ways. I thought A nna 's list was a w onderful way to begin an evaluation o f 
the types of reading she was doing, and  A nna's own suggestion that she write about the list 
was w orth supporting. Jeanne's questioning didn’t go beyond goal docum entation. I d idn ’t 
step in with my ow n questions for A nna, because I w anted to keep up with the flow of 
student conferences Jeanne was conducting.
Later, during Jeanne 's  break, I asked her about A n n a’s conference.
Amy: I thought A nna had some interesting com m ents about w hat to do with her list.
J: Y es... I ’ll need to check in with her tom orrow . I never did find out w hat she was going 
to do with it.
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Amy: I thought maybe you 'd  pursue it longer, talk about how writing about a topic is one 
way to practice self-evaluation.
J: I suppose I could have, but you know ...I looked over across the table and I saw’ M itchell 
just staring into space. I thought to myself, I  need to go see what '$ up with Mitchell, he s not 
doing anything, and I think I just sort o f disconnected with A nna. It’s hard for me to w atch 
M itchell staring into space, when I know A nna will figure something out on her ow n. M ost 
iif my teaching questions deal with the "M itchell” type, not the "A nna” type. I w ant to 
keep kids like Mitchell interested, give him a little spark until he can build a fire o f  his own. 
Amy I see what you mean . .do you ever fear that goal setting conferences are turning into 
a new m anagem ent technique1
J I w ouldn 't go that far, but it is a different kind o f m anagem ent when I don 't know  w hat 
e a c h  child is doing because they are the ones choosing. I don 't want to see kids floundering 
with then goals either. 1 made the choice to end a conference with Anna who 1 know  is 
capable of sustaining her independence, in order to support Mitchell who is not there yet.
W hile I thought Jeanne should have talked m ore with Anna (it suited my interests) 
Jeanne had a very different way o f viewing the situation. She did what she thought best for 
each student given the limited time she had. G lesne and Peshkin (1988) write about one o f 
the roles o f  the researcher: the researcher as learner. In this role the researcher does not 
com e as an expert or authority. As a learner, you  are expected to listen; as an expert you 
are expected to talk. The differences between these two roles is enormous. As a researcher 
I needed to listen to the students and Jeanne m uch as a curious student would listen. So, 
even w hen my own instincts occasionally differed from Jeanne's, I listened and learned 
about how  she viewed her role in encouraging her students to be self evaluators.
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Preliminary Interviews and Observations
During my first official days in the classroom I interview ed ten o f the children about their 
quarterly goals. I w anted to gain insight into ways m w hich the students perceived the goals 
they had been writing each quarter o f their school careers at St. M ary’s. W hat did the goals 
mean to them 1 I asked the students questions about how they decided on their goals, and 
what they had done to accom plish them. I will now show three of these interviews to 
exemplify new roles that children might assume when they begin to spend their reading 
block o f time working on self-selected goals.
1) Lauren shows me her goal sheet which says, "M y goal is to read m ore during D EA R 
(Drop Everything And Read) time. ’’ She says she wants to read for longer periods o f time.
I ask if she is having any success with this and she says she is unsure. "I usually record it 
when I finish a book in my reading journal but I don 't know  if I read longer. My journal 
just says how many pages the book is and if I like it or not. 1 can 't tell how much I read 
during D EA R." Lauren needs a way to docum ent her reading for herself that will show her 
that she is reading for longer periods. Sustaining her reading for longer am ounts o f time is 
im portant to her, "because now I am reading chapter books and can’t keep track o f the story 
if I only read for a few m inutes. ” I ask her what would be helpful and she suggests that she 
will make a tim e chart and  write down how many m inutes o f DEAR time she actually 
spends reading.
2) M egan leads me through her current portfolio show ing me her goal sheet. She tells me 
about an academ ic goal she wrote a few months ago. "I will read four books from the 
Bailey School Kids series." I ask her how she is doing on her goal. “I haven’t had time to 
work on it, I haven’t read any BSK books yet. I’m not sure w hen to do it." M egan is a 
dutiful student, but she does not see it as her role to revisit the goal she has set. She doesn’t 
know  how to use her class time to work on her goals. Jeanne will have to help M egan
realize that goals are supposed to provide daily direction about how to spend her time.
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3) Jake show s me a goal sheet and I ask him  to tell me about w hat he is working on.
"I 'm  not really w orking on any o f these goals. I d o n 't really get it." I ask how he chose the 
goals that are w ritten on his sheet. "M y m om  helped me write them. She thought it w ould 
be good for me to read more books." W hen I ask if he is reading more books he says. “N ot 
really." Jake is not invested in the goal-setting process. He takes a passive role; he does not 
see it as his role to co-create curriculum  with Jeanne. He lets his m other set a goal for him. 
and doesn't understand its possible usefulness. Jeanne will need to help Jake find som ething 
he is interested in pursuing so that he will set m eaningful goals and  take initiative in 
pursuing them.
The role changes exemplified in these scenarios (record keeper, time manager, and  co ­
creator) did in fact em erge from the data after the study began, but time m anagem ent and  
record keeping proved to be only mildly im portant. Issues o f talk and com m unity influence 
became param ount.
Data Gathering
I employed a wide range o f data-gathering techniques each intended to help me answ er 
my question: "W hen third grade students becom e evaluators o f  themselves as readers, w hat 
new roies do they negotiate for themselves!’" I interviewed, observed, exam ined and was a 
participant m the instruction and evaluation processes in the classroom , took field notes, 
studied school records, met with the teacher, m et w ith the m em ber o f my dissertation 
committee w ho lives in M innesota (M arcia Reardon) and constantly analyzed all data  
(W olcott, 1992).
Instructional Sessions
At the beginning o f  the study, Jeanne and I introduced third graders to the idea o f  using
their portfolios on  a daily basis to help them  set and  meet their goals. Students were invited
to take greater responsibility for their ow n learning and were held accountable for using
their time to achieve their reading goals. W e introduced five self-evaluation questions
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(H ansen, 1998) to the group.
• W hat do you do well as a reader1
• W hat is the most recent thing you have learned as a reader1
•  W hat do you want to learn next to becom e a better reader? (This becom es the goal.)
•  W hat steps will you take to accom plish this? (This becomes the plan, the assignm ents
the student will pursue.)
•  W hat will you put in your portfolio to docum ent your learning?
W hole group sharing responses to the first three on chart paper helped generate options as 
students independently set learning goals. Students wrote answers to all five questions, 
placed them  in their portfolios and  updated them daily, or as frequently as necessary.
Jeanne and 1 also modeled the all class sessions in which students shared their work on their 
goals. Further instructional sessions included showing how to use portfolios to docum ent 
progress on goals, how to choose a just right book, and how to do a book talk. As Jeanne 
taught the students (usually through mini-lessons at the beginning o f  reading time) ways in 
which they could choose a book at their reading level, or ways they might docum ent their 
accom plishm ents tow ard their goals in their portfolios, I wrote anecdotal notes to review 
later. I used these notes to guide my follow-up discussions with students.
Observations
I observed the children as they engaged in their daily reading and writing as they set,
worked on, and docum ented their progress tow ard their goals. In order to better understand
the new roles the students assum ed I observed three to four days per week for ten weeks. I
kept field notes noting such things as w hat students did as they set their goals, how  they
m anaged their time as they and carried out their steps, how they interacted w ith teacher and
peers, and  w hat they used as docum entation. I noted the tactics and diversions those
students who “don’t know w hat d o ” used when they were stuck. I asked, “W hat roles do
children negotiate, need to acquire, as they begin this process? Do students resist adopting
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new roles0’’ Specific facts, sensory impressions, my personal responses and reflections on 
field notes, conversations and language, questions that arose about people or behaviors--all 
were included as I looked for em erging patterns o f behavior (Chisen-Strater and Sunstein, 
1997).
A t the end o f the read ing / writing tim e block on most days 1 took notes as students 
shared w hat they did in working tow ard a current goal and how  they felt about their 
accom plishm ents. O ther students’ responses to each child’s sharing provided opportunities 
to develop a com m unity o f support for each other as they took on new roles for their 
classroom .
Interviews
I em ployed several forms o f interview processes: informal interviews which happened 
during the course o f observations and more formal interviews with children about their 
portfolios, and  conversations with Jeanne after observations.
Observation Interviews. D uring observations I used an inform al interviewing technique 
akin to w hat G raves (1994) describes when he suggests that we place ourselves in the 
position o f being inform ed by students:
•  W hat did you do today to w ork on your goal0
•  W hat happened0
•  W hat decisions did you make?
These "evaluation conferences” provided occasions when children could talk about their 
changing roles in the classroom.
C onversations w ith  Jeanne. Twice weekly Jeanne shared incidents when she saw
students negotiate new roles as they took initiative on their goals. W e discussed how  she
reacted to student goals and adjusted her practice to accom m odate the students’ needs (See
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chapter 6, p. 10-11).
Portfolio Interview s. Portfolio interviews focused on  finding out w hat students were 
doing to meet their goals. As we studied their portfolios we discussed docum entation and 
revisions o f their goals, their plans, and their evaluations o f the goal setting process. I looked 
for evidence that the children found value in what they learned w hen they took initiative 
and set their own goals.
Archival Research
Archival research included past goal setting records and  interviews with former teachers. 
This class has been together for three years previous. I was able to exam ine records o f past 
goals set and talk w ith teachers about the role goal setting and  evaluation played in their 
classes 1 was able to discuss the teacher's perception o f  the roles her students played in goal 
setting and evaluation processes. This was helpful in determ ining teacher perceived reading 
ability (discussed in C hapter 7, p. 67).
Ongoing Analysis
Analysis was ongoing; it took place each time I exam ined my observation notes or reread
my field notes. Because Jeanne w anted the children to becom e increasingly adept at taking
responsibility to reach their goals, she and I talked twice weekly about w hat I saw, her
interpretations, and  w hat she planned to do to help children becom e self-evaluators who
know  how to set, plan, and  reach their self-selected reading goals.
I wrote field notes during class when possible or soon thereafter. I talked with Jeanne
and M arcia (dissertation com m ittee member) about all aspects o f  the project. I em ailed Jane
weekly to share data. C onstant analysis was pan  o f my data gathering. O ur
reflections/evaluations on how things were going helped determ ine w hat we taught each
day, or w hat questions I addressed to particular students.
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I took notes in a double entry journal and I regularly gave the journal to Jeanne for her 
review and com m ent. Because I knew that my thoughts and reactions needed to be a part o f 
the process, the double entry journal also gave me a place to add  my com m ents, impressions 
and insights. I needed to listen for words that validated my assum ptions as well as for those 
which went against w hat I thought I might find.
In ten weeks I constantly  observed the children as they worked on self-selected goals. My 
observations and  interviews showed w hat they did on those occasions. Also, I observed 
several occasions w hen Jeanne taught self-evaluation lessons derived ffom the children's 
needs.
In my dissertation I will show the journey these children and their teacher took as Jeanne 
strove to help them  becom e self-evaluative learners who 1) were aw are o f their needs, 2) 
generated possible ways to address their needs, and 3) took initiative that furthered their 
learning as they negotiated new roles in the classroom .
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CHAPTER 4 
G O AL SETTERS: READING FATTER BOOKS
This chapter takes its title from the most com m on goal set by the third grade students. 
Reading fatter books, and m ore o f  them, was im portant to m ost o f  the students in this class. 
The process students used to set this goal began with self-evaluation. They reflected on 
w here they were in their reading, w hat they did well, and w hat they w anted to work on in 
order to becom e better readers. They then created goals and plans to support their wishes. 
Jeanne 's beliefs about this learning process provided the basis for their procedure.
Core Beliefs about G oal Setting
Self-evaluation Enables G oal Setting
The students needed to be aw are o f what they did well and possible ways to grow in
order to set goals. H ow did they develop an awareness o f w hat they did well? They used
the self-evaluation process developed during the M anchester Portfolio Project (H ansen,
1998), to reflect m eaningfully on their achievements. Using concrete samples o f work was
im portant so the students’ reflections were based on their own learning and progress. For
exam ple as students answ ered the question, “W hat do I do well as a reader1’’ they looked
through their reading journals, projects, book logs etc. to notice w hat they did well. Often
students were surprised with all they discovered about themselves. A nna makes a discovery
about her choice o f reading topics. “ Look at my book log, I had  no idea I only read fiction
books about horses. I m ean, I know it’s my favorite topic, but I d id n ’t realize I never read
anything else.” Caitlin makes a discovery as well. “ I have really gotten better at reading
longer books. I ’ve read five chapter books this year."
Students did not only reflect on  their schoolwork, however. They also needed to re flea
on their hobbies, interests and  wishes. Life outside o f  school often becam e the basis for
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m eaningful reflection and goal setting. W hen  the students were encouraged to bring in their 
outside interests, their teacher learned m ore about them  and they learned more about each 
other, m aking it possible for them  to truly individualize their learning plans.
O ne way students in Jeanne's classroom  were invited to formally share about their lives 
outside o f school was through a focus on a “S tar” each week. Each week a different “Star" 
created a poster and a bulletin board display about h is /he r hobbies and interests. This 
process is com m on in elementary school classroom s and does introduce aspects o f students' 
lives outside the classroom, but seldom is it considered central to the reading program .
In addition to this opportunity, Jeanne continually encouraged students to connect their 
lives outside o f school to the classroom by inviting them to bring in photos, artifacts, pets 
etc. that were im portant to them, and to share these items during "m orning m eeting." For 
exam ple, Emily, an accomplished figure skater, brought in a video o f a recent figure skating 
com petition in which she won second place. Emily was so excited to show her friends what 
she could do. As the students watched Em ily spin and jum p on the tape, M itchell 
com m ented that it m ust take a lot o f practice time to get that good. Emily reported that she 
practiced early in the morning before school, usually at 6:30 a.m. Joe cleverly picked up on 
this and  said, "So that explains why you 're late at least one morning each week, and a little 
messy in the hair " The ongoing nature o f  m orning meetings throughout the year helped to 
m aintain a focus on all the children’s lives. V anous aspects o f their conversations also gave 
Jeanne and  the children opportunities to connect then  lives to their behaviors as readers. To 
practice, for exam ple, was an ever-present consideration when they set their goals.
In general, the children’s ongoing study o f  artifacts from their lives out-of- and  in-school 
helped them  see value in themselves and each other. This basic nature o f self-evaluation 
enabled them  to step forward with new goals.
Frequent Interaction Enables G oal Setting
Jeanne believed that effective goal setting required frequent interaction w ith others,
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helping students realize w hat various students were learning and w hat they were doing to 
learn it. This enabled students to learn about processes they otherw ise might not have 
thought of. They were able to hear about som eone's plans for their ow n learning and thus 
get new ideas. They discovered new approaches to learning. It h ad n 't occurred to Abbey 
that reading non-fiction was another way to learn about the characters she so loved reading 
about in the Dear America series until she learned that Stephanie was reading a non-fiction 
book about life in colonial America. Stephanie explained that she knew  about the kinds of 
education available to girls confirm ing Abby 's disbelief that girls d id n 't go to school in 
"those days."
Student Initiative is Necessary for G oal Setting to Work
Jeanne believes students will take more initiative for their learning if they have their own
interest as the basis for their learning. Students who know their individuality is respected
and valued will take more action. An active stance to learning is im portan t in developing a
life long love o f reading. Jeanne believes that when students early on are given
responsibility for their learning and grow th as readers they will pursue reading actively on
their own. They will have become accustom ed to choosing their ow n paths so when
opportunities in school and life com e along they will see them selves as the ones who can
make a difference, w hether that be in the com m unity or by enhancing the quality o f their
own life and recreation. She hated to adm it this, but over the years, too many o f  her
students had n 't becom e engaged in reading. Jeanne scheduled tim e each day for students to
choose a book and read independendy. Part o f each day was also devoted to reading a
shared literature book and working on projects (writing, art, discussion experiences) as a
w hole class. In neither o f  these situations did Jeanne feel her students were inspired by
w hat they were reading. D uring free reading time many students seem ed to drift along
purposelessly w ithout engaging themselves. Her students were going through the motions
o f reading independendy, but they w eren’t reading very m uch or very excitedly. Jeanne
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w anted her students to not only read more (research told her this was a boon to spelling, 
vocabulary, com prehension abilities), but to enjoy reading more, to choose reading as 
som ething they w anted to do. Through the process o f  deciding for themselves w hat they 
w ould read Jeanne assum ed that the children in this particular class w ould become 
especially interested in reading. As you will see, this turns out to be true, in general.
The Process o f  Setting G oals
O ur teacher instincts told Jeanne and me that the students needed a concrete process to 
rely on in setting goals for their ow n learning and  so we introduced the third graders to the 
idea of using their portfolios on a daily basis to help them set and  meet their goals. Students 
were held accountable for using a forty-five m inute block o f tim e each day to achieve their 
reading goals.
We introduced these five self-evaluation questions to the group.
• W hat do you do well as a reader?
• W hat is the m ost recent thing you've learned as a reader0
• W hat do you w ant to leam  next to become a better reader0
• W hat steps will you take to accomplish this0
• W hat will you put in your portfolio to docum ent your learning0
After talking about questions a bit, the students dispersed to study their reading m aterials, in
search o f  evidence to support their answers to the first three questions. They gathered
current books they were reading, reading logs and journals, projects etc. They spent tim e
reviewing their work, looking for evidence of things they were good at, had learned recently,
and also things they w anted to work on. After am ple time to look at their work the students
gathered to list on a chart the things they could already do well (See Appendix A). It was a
com fortable, and  fam iliar setting in which to gather. A t the top o f  the chart Jeanne w rote
the first o f  the questions: What do I  do well as a reader? Each student volunteered an answer.
W e were surprised by som e answers such as, “ I really stay involved in a book,” and, "I feel
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like one o f  the characters . " W e also collected quite a few com m ents we anticipated, such 
as. "I read chapter books." Some students piggybacked on others' ideas, such as, "I read to 
myself well, " a n d ," I read independently . ” W hen everyone's ideas were listed on the chart 
Jeanne posted it on the blackboard.
Later she wrote on a clean sheet o f chart paper the second question: What is the most 
recent thing I've learned to do as a reader1 M any third graders w ant to read chapter books and 
those who could com m ented on this. Some answers were repeated from the previous chart 
and many new ideas were brought forth such as, “ I know when a book is too hard or too 
easy." There was a wide range o f answers (See Appendix B). The purpose o f asking the 
second o f these two questions was to help students realize they are learners. They are 
making progress, and can move forward.
After the students created this second chart, they reviewed their work again and each 
wrote a goal as their answ er to the third question (See Appendix C). Sharing responses to 
the first three questions on chart paper helped generate options as students independently set 
learning goals. M any chose som ething from the chart, and others chose som ething 
completely different. Before the goals went to the teacher for her input, students partnered 
up. shared the goal they wrote, and then answered question four, w hich was to make a plan 
as to how they would accom plish their goal. The students advised each other and supported 
each other as they planned their steps. The class was very excited about m aking their ow n 
plans as Clare related w hen she com m ented, “ I like being in charge o f  myself." N ot every 
student felt that way though. A lthough no one made specific com m ents to Jeanne or 
myself, I sensed that a few o f the students d idn ’t think it was as great as the m ajority o f the 
classm ates m ade it out to be. Jake, for exam ple put minimal effort into writing his plan and 
used m ost o f  the peer p lanning tim e to talk about sports. However, each student did have a 
goal and a plan on w hich to begin. See A ppendix D for samples o f  student plans.
Jeanne and  I lived and  dem onstrated the process by answering questions along w ith the
students. In addition, we each set a goal and worked on it.
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The G oal Setting Spiral
I found the process o f goal setting to be recursive in nature in that students moved ahead 
and backw ard as they set and reached their goals. They spiraled through various phases 
each tim e they set a goal. After repeatedly reviewing all my notes and conversations these 
phases in goal setting em erged from the data: get started, revise, dig in, share, begin again.
G et Started
W henever they set a new goal, and especially w hen they set their first goal, the students 
required large am ounts o f time to reflect on their work and interests, and to evaluate 
themselves based on that work and those interests. It was a period o f time in which to re­
think their goals and plans. Interaction with others while evaluating provided the space 
necessary in the very initial days o f goal setting and allow ed the students to get started.
Thus, these days could be considered the "I w onder” days.
Students weren 't exactly sure if their goals were w hat they w anted Some appeared to set 
goals they thought Jeanne would want or approve. Some students easily adapted to this 
new responsibility while others openly resisted this opportunity to decide for themselves 
w hat they would pursue. Some didn 't trust that the teacher truly w anted them  to decide, 
appearing to fear that she w ould later say that the studen t’s plan was the wrong process to 
follow. Everyone was exploring the possibilities. Some students required m ore direction 
from Jeanne than others. Some students looked to their peers for ideas, while others were 
ready to go on their own. For many students, they needed the opportunity to just try it out 
and see w hat happened.
For exam ple, Justin knew right off what he was going to do. He heard his friends share 
their ideas and w rote that he too would read bigger books. He planned to start on the books 
in the Bailey School Kids series. C hapter books were not his standard reading fare, and so 
his goal was to read two chapter books.
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H owever, Lauren w asn 't quite as sure about how to get started. She was hesitant to say 
w hat she did well, appearing unsure o f her ability to judge her ow n  capabilities. W ith 
Jeanne 's help she determ ined that she wanted to be able to sustain  her reading for longer 
periods o f  time. L auren’s plan was to make a chart where she cou ld  keep track o f  how  long 
she was reading. It took Lauren a few days to choose a book she w as interested in, and  
Jeanne helped her choose a book that was “just right."
W hen m any o f the children appeared to have created their goals and plans. I took hom e 
the students' plans to see if they appeared to be workable. W hile Jeanne and I both w anted 
the students to choose for themselves what they w ould do to becom e better readers, we also 
knew it was our responsibility to guide students tow ard goals and  plans that would be 
achievable w ithin the period o f time Jeanne sets aside each day for reading. W e later 
realized that their goals often directed their at-hom e reading as wrell, but at this time, we 
were thinking o f them  as school goals.
Jeanne and I both noted that Emily and Caitlin had written the sam e goal and we 
w eren 't sure how they would be able to achieve it in school. T heir goal was to learn to read 
out loud better to younger siblings. W e were doubtful, but rather than  discourage them  right 
aw ay we thought if they talked about their goals together m aybe they would figure out that 
it w ould be hard to accom plish In fact we thought perhaps together they could change their 
goal and do som ething that w ould fit into reading time better. T he girls worked together for 
a little w hile and the next day w hat they presented after their “conference” surprised us.
They created a w orkable plan, and  they provided details. Em ily an d  Caitlin creatively 
m apped ou t a course that w ould help them read better for their siblings and they could 
accom plish it during class time. Their plan was as follows:
1. Interview  the librarian to learn about good books for preschoolers.
2. A sk siblings w hat som e o f their favorite books are.
3. Practice reading to kindergarten buddies during standard tim e each wreek. (At least
one day per w eek Jeanne’s students read to the kindergarteners in their school. These
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kindergarten “buddies" were part o f a school wide system where each grade was 
m atched with another, and they coordinated events to prom ote school-wide 
com m unity  and develop relationships across grade levels.)
4. M ake a book list.
5. M ake a puppet to go with book.
They had good ideas about how to become better at reading to young children and would 
gain skill in research and  interv iew techniques.
Initially, in trying to guide Caitlin and Emily through the setting o f  their first goal, my 
limited view d idn 't allow me to see how they could work on their goal at school. However, 
when I asked them  to provide a detailed plan they did. I was so impressed. I had been 
tempted w hen 1 read their original goal that evening at hom e to add a post-it note that said: 
Try a different goal. H ad I done that I never w ould have know n w hat creative, determ ined 
girls Caitlin and Emily were. W hen Caitlin and Emily had time to interact using then  own 
desires and plans they had all the skills they needed to solve the "problem " by themselves.
A com bination o f trust and listening was im portant as we helped students get started as 
goal-setters.
Revise
As the students started to work on their goals, they often needed som e degree o f revision.
For some students it brought the realization that the goal they set m ay have been unrealistic
or impossible to achieve. Others set goals that were too easily reached. Revisions alm ost
always involved adding more specific language w hen re-writing the goal. The third graders
needed to try out their ideas before they could know  if their plans were going to work. They
had begun an experim ent and needed time to m uddle around a bit. Revisions, as it turned
out, w ere m ost often achieved w ithout the aid o f  teacher or peer interaction.
Caitlin and  Em ily continue to illustrate w hat the students w ere doing. Their interview
with the librarian led to some interesting data. Mrs. Nelson recom m ended they choose
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som e Bill Peet books. She thought they would be good for preschool aged children. Later, 
C aitlin  tried the Runaway Caboose on her sister Maggie, but Maggie co u ld n 't sit still for such 
a long book. Caitlin gave it another try with a different Bill Peet book; she got the sam e 
results. Emily d idn 't have m uch success with Bill Peet books either. A fter talking about the 
trouble they each had in reading to their four-year-old siblings they decided to talk to Mrs. 
N elson again. This time they were not seekmg advice, but offering it. They reported to the 
librarian that Bill Peet books are a poor choice for preschoolers because they are too long.
They decided to trust their own intuition and collected some different (shorter) books. 
Rather than go back to the librarian, they consulted with the building preschool teacher, 
show ing her their revised list, and she shared a few more ideas with them . The girls tried 
out these books on their kindergarten buddies and practiced reading w ith expression. They 
were ready for the big test: their siblings Maggie and Luke! This time the girls each had 
greater success. The children liked Dr. Seuss books and many o f the others they tried. Later 
C aitlin  and F.mily brought Mrs. Nelson a copy of the list they com piled o f  successful books 
in case she needed to make recom m endations to anyone else. Caitlin and  Emily had solved 
their dilem m a about how to m anage their goal.
However, some children needed more support than these two assertive girls. A bout two
weeks into the goal setting I pulled a chair up alongside M atthew ’s desk. I began as usual
asking him  what he was w orking on. He had his goal sheet in front o f  him . He shook his
head and  told me he was in trouble. His goal was never going to happen. He heard his
friends talking about crossing off steps on their sheets, or recording progress in their
journals, or reporting progress during group sharing. He said if he kept his goal he w ould
never be able to do those things. M atthew 's goal was “to read more books." It had
occurred to him  that the language he used needed to be more specific. M atthew  lam ented
that no m atter how  much he read he cou ldn’t finish his goal because he always had to read
m ore books. “It’s going to infinity!” M atthew  then changed his w ording and  wrote, "I will
read 6 books.” This he felt was a reasonable number and som ething he could definitely
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make concrete progress on.
Even though I was present, M atthew  revised his plan w ithout input from me. He taught 
me that given the chance, students can make sophisticated revisions and judgm ents about 
the quality o f their goal setting. W hen students actively experience the frustration o f  a goal 
that doesn 't w ork" they learn for themselves about using m ore specific language. M atthew  
chose to quantify- his goal as a way to m ake it more specific and  attainable. A ttainable goals 
were im portant for students to feel successful, and to relate positively with peers about their 
learning. These specific goals encouraged students to do more, or challenged them  more 
because they got excited about sharing with friends all they could accomplish. M atthew  
wanted a "ticket" into the sharing com m unity, but cou ldn ’t get that without m aking his goal 
attainable Achievable goals created m om entum  for students to produce more and become 
more independent.
Dig in
W hen students have gotten the hang o f working on their goals and writing m ore specific 
reasonable goals, they get excited and work hard. This phase involves really digging in. 
Students had to do the nitty gritty work o f the plan they set out for themselves. It was a 
time to log their progress in their goal setting journals, cross off steps on their plan, and “just 
do it." Interestingly, for many, this stage brought about the initial stages o f com petition. 
M any students com pared  their progress and rated them selves as being farther along than 
others, or defended their progress based on the difficulty o f the goal. They m ade com m ents 
such as, "M y goal is harder so it’s taking longer,” or, “ I’m reading harder books than you 
are so I’m not done y e t.” This com petitive theme em erged to a greater degree as the weeks 
w ent on and will be presented in the next chapter about the ch ildren’s talk.
M any students during this time w ere completely engrossed in their work. Jeanne was
constantly surprised by how  much reading was going on, and  she had not been the one to
assign it! She had, how ever, carefully created the setting. The third graders were telling us
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about books they were tak ing  hom e so they could keep reading. They did not confine their 
work on their goals to class tim e. Robby solved the dilem m a o f  not rem em bering to bring 
his book back and forth ffom  hom e to school by checking out m ultiple copies so he could 
have the same book at hom e and at school. It rem inded me o f G raves’ (1983) observations 
about children rehearsing their writing all the time. Kids were w orking on their goals all 
day. They worked intensely.
I sidled up to Joe one m orn ing  to see w hat he was working on. Joe had his nose stuck in 
a Laura Ingalls W ilder book and a pencil in his hand hovering over his goal plan sheet. He 
fascinated me. He was intently  focused and I w anted to learn about his progress. Before I 
could even ask him a question Joe politely asked if he could take a "pass" on my 
questioning. "Right now  I 'm  really into it and I don 't w ant to s to p .”
Joe taught me so m uch in that com ment. He d idn’t w ant to be interrupted. He was 
doing his work. He was invested, and engrossed. My queries w ould have been an intrusion 
into his time. So m any students were focused on their reading in a way they hadn 't been 
before Jeanne wondered w hether the sudden burst in enthusiasm  for reading was due to 
the novelty o f goal setting o r because kids w'ere taking a stronger interest because they were 
in charge. This question stayed with us throughout the next few weeks.
Share W ith Pride
As the students w orked hard  they began to achieve their goals and  docum ent their 
successes in their portfolios. See Appendix E for sample portfolio docum entations. They 
shared their accom plishm ents in a group setting and began to feel proud. They celebrated 
with their classmates and  cam e up with new ideas for the future.
An interesting phenom enon  developed as these sessions becam e increasingly im portant.
Child after child made certificates o f  achievem ent congratulating themselves on the work
they had done. “C ongratu lations Stephanie! You reached your goal!” "You did it C lare”
and, "W orld ’s G reatest R eader A w ard” appeared. Even the reluctan t Jake after finally
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finishing the book Face O ff declared him self the next "G reat O ne" after his hockey idol 
W ayne G retzky. These certificates surprised us because until now  no one had m ade 
anything sim ilar to a certificate to add to their portfolios, but the certificates represented 
how  proud students felt upon com pleting their goal.
M arie was one o f the students w ho certified herself. H er goal was to read harder books. 
M arie said she w ould know  she was reading harder books if she began to com e across words 
she d idn ’t know. She said that in most o f the books she had been reading she knew all the 
words easily. She w anted the challenge o f tougher vocabulary. H er plan focused on how 
she would find out the meanings o f words she read in the harder books. She w ould look up 
words in the dictionary, ask other people for m eanings, or check the Internet. To docum ent 
w hat she learned M arie planned to write a story with the words she had learned. She was 
excited about beginning to read a harder book.
The first book M arie chose was the Diary o f  Anne Frank. H er reading journal showed 
steady progress and she was pleased with her accom plishm ents each day. W hen I checked 
in with her during the first week she had found only one w ord that was givmg her trouble. 
She asked her m om  w hat it meant. The w ord was etc. She said she had to find out w hat it 
m eant because the au thor used it a lot. I asked if there were any other words that she 
needed to know in order to understand w hat she was reading. She said no, because she had 
learned som ething about harder words. She learned that she could usually figure out what 
the author m eant because o f the way words w ere used in the writing. She knew she was 
reading tougher books because there were unfam iliar words, but she d idn ’t need to look 
them  up or ask because she could figure them  out herself. W e talked about know ing words 
from context and she identified that was w hat she was doing to figure out words.
M arie finished the book about a week later. She was so proud o f her accom plishm ent.
She beam ed as she told me about it, and described it as a "heavy" book. She decided not to
read another hard book as part o f this particular goal; she had  learned a strategy that would
apply to m any books. She also decided to change her docum entation  plan because she
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didn 't have many words to write a story with. Instead she included a photocopy o f  the 
cover o f Anne Frank and w rote a description o f  the story. She also read a picture book 
about Anne Frank.
The day M ane finished her goal was not an official sharing day but she ran up to Jeanne 
and asked. "Please can we do som e sharing today1” M arie was hard to refuse...she was so 
excited. A few other students jo ined  the chorus that they too w anted to share today. The 
class convened on the carpet and  M arie took her place in the red rocking chair.
M arie began by explaining about W .W .II and how the Jew ish people went into hiding 
because Hitler was killing them . People who were not Jewish were arrested and persecuted 
for helping or hiding Jews. She explained about the deaths o f  A nne F rank’s sister and 
father The class was silent. M arie paused a m om ent and then asked if anyone had 
questions Emily noted the size o f the book and wondered how  many pages. "283, ” 
answ ered Marie. Joe w anted to know  about the title. "W hat's  a diary1" Marie explained 
about how Anne wrote it w hen she was in hiding, and later som eone found it and had it 
published Anna asked w hat her next goal w ould be and M arie said she wanted to keep 
studying about Anne Frank. She loved really getting into a topic and felt accom plished and 
in control as she addressed the group. She invited others to read it, or the picture book 
(being sensitive to the reading ability' o f her friends) and offered help if anyone needed it.
Later in line for lunch Joe further questioned Marie, “Is it a true story?” M ane thought 
for a m om ent and said, "It is true in history that Hitler did persecute the Jews and that Anne 
and  her family did go into h id ing .” This satisfied Joe but M arie still looked thoughtful. The 
next day I asked her to elaborate on her explanation to Joe. She said she couldn’t decide if 
it was true like non-fiction or not. She thought about her own diary and how it shows just 
her side o f things the way she rem em bers it. She wondered if w hen people write about 
events and feelings in a diary if it is considered non-fiction. I t’s so personal she says.
M arie wrote in her evaluation that she was so happy that she reached her goal. She
d id n ’t think she would have read a book like Diary o f Anne Frank if it h ad n ’t been for her
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goal. She told me she often read the same types o f books her friends were reading and 
d idn 't really think about branching out until she had the chance to choose her reading plan. 
She said her m om  and dad were also very proud o f her for challenging herself and following 
through on her plan.
Begin A gain
The m om entum  o f achieving their goals carried individuals and the group forward. The 
children were interested in w hat each other was learning and they all felt proud and w anted 
to share. It was simple: the children got excited for each other and when they learned 
about each other they learned about themselves.
These m any phases occurred repeatedly throughout the study. "Getting S tarted” seemed 
to go m ore quickly with successive goals as students becam e more adept at choosing w hat 
they were going to w ork on. Students continued to revise their goals throughout the year as 
they becam e better judges o f time. Robby knew when soccer season started that his plan to 
finish all the Laura Ingalls W ilder books needed revision; the end o f the school year was 
approaching. H owever, the "revision” phase was present even in the last weeks as students 
set goals for sum m er reading, but most students had a relatively easy time o f defining their 
goal and m aking w orkable plans. The "digging in” phase becam e the focus for most 
students. As they practiced goal setting and had time to work students got better at 
sustaining their ow n learning experiences. The m om entum  carried from goal to goal and 
continued to renew  students’ enthusiasm  and pride.
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CH APTER 5 
TALKERS: TYPES O F TALK
The supportive nature o f  Jeanne 's classroom  com m unity is critical to the success o f  this 
goal-setting classroom . The many forms o f talk they engage in helps the students set 
meaningful goals. They become self-evaluators w ho are aw are o f their needs and  can 
generate possible plans to improve their learning. As I stated earlier in the introduction, the 
reason she engages her students in the goal setting process is to use it as a strategy w hich 
allows them to explore and experiment with m aking decisions and taking responsibility so 
that in the end the students will be more confident and  accom plished self-evaluators. For 
them to use their self-evaluations to take an active role in their learning is Jean n e’s goal.
In order to accom plish this goal o f creating better self-evaluators, several o ther key 
elements had to be in place, as it turned out. Jeanne needed to create an environm ent in her 
classroom  com m unity that allowed for m any types o f interactions, for we believed that it 
was through their interactions that students learned. Students in this study interacted in 
many settings: in partners, in small groups, in large groups, with their teacher, w ith their 
texts, and  through their writing. By interacting I m ean they participated in exchanges o f 
talk and  active listening. The students grew to expect response ffom each other, not just 
their teacher. Conversations were the bedrock o f the creation o f this classroom  com m unity.
I see the self-evaluation, a supportive com m unity’, and  talk related to each other
cyclically. As self-evaluators, the children think about w hat they are learning, and  based on
those evaluations, make decisions about w hat and  by w hat m eans to learn next. The chief
way in w hich self evaluation happens is through their conversations with each other; they
talk. The talk these students engage in supports their com m unity o f learners. They learn
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about each other and w hat each other is doing to achieve their learning goals. They are able 
to support each other through talk, and also to self evaluate through this sam e talk. The 
com m unity and the self-evaluation are fueled by their conversations. This talk, in turn, 
generates and regenerates the com m unity when both positive and negative peer and 
com m unity incidents influences them . The peer and teacher influences are played out in 
different types o f talk (com petitive, encouraging, and inform ative, for exam ple, on the part 
o f  the students, and directive, guiding, and nudging on the part o f  the teacher), which 
em erged from the data. These types o f talk will be discussed in detail later in the chapter. 
The cycle of com m unity, self-evaluation, and talk is begun first by opening up conversation 
am ong students and students, and  students and the teacher.
All o f the players need to have opportunities to converse. Productive conversations 
happen when students have tim e to reflect, plan and share. They require that students learn 
how  to talk to each other about their work, a process that is lived and dem onstrated by the 
teacher often. Jeanne consistently expects and models m eaningful dialogue (examples 
follow later in this chapter). Thus her students become teachers o f each other by sharing 
their ow n knowledge and  interests with their peers. W hen Jeanne allows and expects her 
students to have m eaningful d ialog with each other possibilities expand for greater learning.
Conversing with each o ther enables students to know each other better, to find com m on 
interests and to find value in each o ther’s knowledge. A silent classroom  does not support 
the kind o f talk that is required for self-evaluation. N or do rows o f  single file desks and a 
physical room arrangem ent that isolates students from one another. Through talk Jeanne’s 
students gain valuable insights into each others’ thinking, and  their own thinking as well. 
W hen they have an opportunity  to talk to each other they are also processing then- own
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ideas. This kind o f talk yields benefits to all involved.
A n integral part o f conversation is listening. Students need response from many sources 
to validate, question, and expand their thinking. W hen peers listen to the plans their 
classm ates m ake and hear about the successes, m istakes and false-starts they experience, 
they m ust think carefully about these events and  the person who is talking before they can 
reply. They m ust also think about the goals o f response: 1) to support the classm ate’s 
current plan, w hich m ay mean w ondering aloud w hether it will work, and 2) to spur their 
classm ates on to expanded and more challenging goals. Sometimes hearing others’ plans 
motivates students to set goals they otherwise w ould not have tried. Through knowing 
themselves and  each other self-evaluation can flourish. The listening and talking that 
students engage in allows them to know each o ther better and form a more cohesive 
com m unity.
Student Talk
W hether m ediated by artwork, or no visuals, or portfolio entries, talk has often been seen 
as a central tool o f  reflection, planning and then action. Douglas Barnes (1995) writes, "The 
talk that students engage in during school lessons goes far to shape w hat they learn. O r to 
put it differently, the kinds o f participation in the classroom  conversation that are supported 
and  encouraged by a teacher signal to students w hat learning is required o f them ” (p. 5). 
Jeanne 's  support o f  verbal inquiry and reflection as opposed to only written reflection 
helped students to deepen their understandings and  learning.
Barnes further states, "Children’s ability to use language develops m ore readily when 
they talk or write about a topic that matters to them  for an audience w ith whom  they w ant
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to com m unicate" (p. 7). Jeanne's students talk about goals that m atter to them and work 
purposefully: they a ren 't passive participants in contrived lessons (Britton, 1998).
W ells (1992), suggests that to achieve literate thinking (literate thinking refers to all those 
uses o f language in w hich its symbolic potential is deliberately exploited as a tool for 
thinking) learning should be ' problem oriented" with choice am ong alternative solutions an 
essential part o f the task. Conversation with other students often helps the students to make 
sense o f new inform ation. Although we sometimes arrive at a meaning alone, we more 
often do so in collaboration. Students talking to each other about their ideas and plans helps 
cem ent and reconfirm  ideas and meanings reached. Barnes notes that this kind of thinking 
talk has two forms. First, in the struggle to make ideas plain to other people who have not 
vet grasped them, we may reshape them for ourselves and im prove our understanding of 
them Second, those topics that generate differences o f opinion during discussion provide a 
special opportunity for learning.
For example. Justin and Zach were both reading On [he Banks at Flum Creek, when they 
had a disagreem ent about an issue in the plot. Justin was trying to explain a chapter to 
Robby and Zach strongly disagreed with the inform ation Justin was sharing. Justin and 
Zach each w ent back to the text to read the sections that w ould support their arguments. In 
doing so they found that each o f them had part o f  it right. They talked about how their 
ideas could be com bined and explained the chapter to Robby together. The "debate" went 
as follows:
Justin (to Robby): In one chapter there's a giant snow storm  with a sound so loud that it 
wakes Laura up in the m iddle o f the night. By m orning the snow turns to rain and the creek 
in front o f  the sod house alm ost covers the house.
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Zach: No, tha t’s not how it is. There is no snow at all. It's a spring rain and  it almost 
causes a flood and the sound is just thunder. The creek makes the noise too. because it's so 
full o f water.
Justin: Well, how com e Pa is using his axe to cut the ice in the creek open so the horses can 
drink, if there isn't any snow. It’s before spring.
Zach: No, it's spring and it’s raining not snowing. (G ets his book) The title o f  chapter 14 is 
"Spring Freshet." I had to look it up because I d idn 't know  w hat freshet was. It means a 
sudden flood that happens because o f  heavy rain or m elting. So, this is spring.
Justin: Well, chapter 13 is called “A Merry Christm as" and Pa does use his axe to break ice 
off the creek. It's page 96. I bet the rain melted the ice on the creek and then it caused the 
flood It’s just between w inter and spring.
Zach: Yeah, and they are all afraid the sod house w ould go under water. It sounds really 
freaky. I w ouldn’t w ant to live underground like that.
W hen the students gather to talk about their learning subtle negotiation often occurs. The 
students negotiate m eaning betw een what they initially understand, and the perspective that 
another student or the teacher brings to the discussion. C onversations such as the one I just 
related provide a sense o f the ongoing, natural talk that characterized Jeanne’s classroom.
As I studied my transcripts, I found specific types o f talk w ithin the children's many 
interactions.
Effortless Talk
To a large degree the portfolio sharing sessions were the heart o f the conversations that 
students benefited from. W hen  M egan went before her class to share her progress her talk
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was im portant to the grow th and progress o f setting her goal. The portfolios helped the 
students by providing a starting off point, but the portfolios themselves became secondary to 
the talk that ensued. It was surprising to Jeanne and me that the docum entation students 
were placing in their portfolios did not figure in predom inantly, so while the portfolios were 
the basis for sharing, the portfolio m ediated the talk that took the lead. A student might 
begin by showing a certificate that stated she had reached a goal, but then the conversation 
would turn to questions from classmates. Did you like the book1 W ho is the author1 Have 
you read other books by the au thor1 Do you want to1 Is it a series1 W ho do you think 
w ould like this book too1 W hat are you going to do next1
The questions cam e effortlessly as students talked, interacted, and responded to each 
other about their books. Jeanne and I noticed that this type o f talk cam e easy to students. 
They were accustom ed to this type o f interaction because they used it in w'riting workshop 
and general book discussions.
But as portfolio sharing times continued we noticed the expansion o f when students 
talked about their goals moving from just during designated sharing times to their owm free 
time as well. Sharing time usually took place just before the lunch break. As students lined 
up and got ready to go to the cafeteria talk o f goals and books continued. A nna queried 
M egan, “Did you really read all those books on your list or did you just skim them?
Eighteen books is a lot to read .” M egan responded, “W ell they ’re mostly Bailey School 
Kids books so they go kind o f fast. Tw o o f them I had read before so they went really fast. I 
read a lot at hom e too." A nna had read only 15 books in com parison to M egan’s 18. The 
look on her face rem ained unsettled. She had been thinking about M egan’s comments 
w hen she shared with the class, and w anted to continue the conversation.
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Slowly students began to use other forms o f talk. H ad the girls continued on perhaps they 
would have engaged in some of the "competitive talk" that became evident during the 
study. Tw o other types o f talk emerged as well, “friendly/encouraging talk" and 
"inform ative ta lk .” These types o f interaction/response are the focus o f  the following 
section.
Intentional Talk Supports the Community
As Jean n e’s students continued to talk with each o ther about their learning the talk that 
students engaged in becam e more intentional. Jeanne and I noticed a transition between the 
effortless talk discussed above to more intentional types o f  talk, such as competitive, 
inform ative, and the most com m on, encouraging talk. W hile effortless talk and 
encouraging talk seem very similar we noticed a difference in intent. The intent o f effortless 
talk seemed to be to find out about the book a classm ate had read, or the portfolio goal a 
person was pursuing. It was a natural type of questioning. The student making the request 
really w anted to know something. The encouraging talk went beyond curiosity and its 
intent was to intentionally support a classmate in reaching h is/her goal.
Encouraging Talk. Encouraging talk involved students and their teacher in slighdy m ore 
formal conversation about their progress and plans. Students became very accustom ed to 
talking to each other this way and  some typical exchanges included: "I like the way you 
described the book you just finished. It made me w ant to read it to o .” "If you need help 
w ith any words let me know  because I read that book already and I can help."
G ina and Caitlin encouraged each other when they decided to read the same book 
Strawberry Girl, a book that for G ina was a challenge. The librarian had recently invited the
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third, fourth, and fifth graders to read books from a list o f  N ew bery A w ard winners, and if 
students read at least three they could vote for their favorite in a school election. M any of 
the books on this list were out o f reach for Gina, but she w anted to participate. Caitlin and 
G ina talked every other day or so about how the reading was going. In one o f their first 
conversations G ina suggested they could look for clues about why the book was called 
Stniuih-m' Girl, and about why strawberries were im portant in the story'. Caitlin would 
explain words and plot to G ina, m aking the reading less cum bersom e. Caitlin encouraged 
G ina as is evident in the following dialog:
Caitlin This story has characters in it that talk different than we do. They have an accent 
and the au thor writes it just like they sound. If you read it out loud it makes it easier to 
understand what they 're saying like this: (Caitlin reads from the book "ham m ing-up" the
d ia le c t )
G ina: Hey. that sounds funny. Do the next part.
Caitlin: "Ain't them  flowers right purty M a1 I jest got to com e out first thing in the m ornin' 
and look at 'em . "Purty. yes" agreed her mother. "But lookin ' at posies don 't git the work
done'"
G ina: Let's read this chapter together and take parts.
G ina reported to me that she w ould not have read the book w ithout Cailtin because it was 
too hard, but with a friend helping you could read harder books. This episode provided an 
instance for Jeanne to step in and support both girls' literacy' experience. She gave them  a 
mini-lesson about dialect, and also provided some historical context for the book that 
allowed them  to understand the plot.
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Inform ative Talk. Informative talk developed as the students learned m ore about what 
each other liked to read about and were interested in. The more cohesive their com m unity 
becam e the m ore their talk was o f the inform ative type. Some exam ples o f  inform ative talk 
include: Collin reporting to Joe. "The Laura Ingalls W ilder series is really good. T he next 
book in the series is On the Banks o f Plum Creek. W hen you finish Farmer Boy you should 
read it." Later that week when Joe finished Farmer Boy, Collin inform ed Joe further: "I 
found out w hat a sod house is. In the next book Laura lives in the ground. I’ll explain it so 
you understand the story better."
M itchell accom plished his goal to find books that he liked by talking with Joe. M itchell’s 
goal is to learn how  to pick books he likes. He says that he mostly has a “hard time sticking 
with a chapter book because he doesn’t find books that are interesting." He started on the 
Bailey School Series and  read a few but they w eren 't "too good." Then he has his talk with 
Joe. Joe is reading Farmer Boy and says even though it’s in the Little H ouse series it’s still 
really good because the main character is a boy. Joe tells M itchell about some o f the story 
inform ing him  o f the "really good pans. " M itchell decides to give it a try and ends up 
reading several L aura Ingalls W ilder books. I asked later about his goal and he said he 
learned the best w ay to pick books that are interesting is to find out w hat other people are 
reading and then see if you like it. “ I t’s easier if you have som eone w ho read it before and 
can tell you about it before you start.”
O ther students becam e more and more fam iliar with each o ther’s reading interests 
through talk and  then w ere able to inform each o ther o f  books they may w ant to read.
Taylor related to Lauren: “ I know you like m ysteries so you should read the book I just
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finished. ” Alicia supplied A nna with inform ation to help her reach her goal o f reading 
m ore widely (not just horse stories): " If  you 're getting tired o f horse stories you should read 
the "Shiloh” books because they are still mostly about one animal, dogs, so you would 
probably like them .”
Clare wants to share her new knowledge about dolphins with Abbie. C lare’s goal was to 
"rem em ber inform ation better” when she finished a non fiction book. She wrote reports 
from m emory each time she finished a book. W hile writing a report about dolphins Clare 
related to Abbie, T did a report on dolphins and learned a lot. Did you know that dolphins 
can hear really small noises1 They can hear a pebble rolling or a fish gliding through 
seaw eed."
In another exam ple Chelsea's sharing o f  inform ation about the books she was reading led 
to a whole new world for Stephanie. Chelsea was hooked on the A nim orphs books, a series 
o f science fiction adventure stories. D uring a sharing session in which Chelsea described 
the series Stephanie's interest was piqued. Later, Stephanie approached Chelsea to find out 
more.
S tephanie (S): Those books you talked about sound really cool. I never heard o f them 
before. W here did you get them 1
Chelsea (C): The one I’m reading now  is from the school library. Mrs. N elson doesn 't have 
very m any, but the public library' does. I got a few from the book order last year.
S: C ould I borrow one o f your books to see if I like them?
C: S u re .. .a h .. .I ’ll try to rem em ber to bring one tom orrow. Do you read any other science 
fiction?
S: I d o n ’t think so. W hat is it?
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C: Am m orphs is science fiction. It's like reading books about things that can ’t really 
happen, or there are strange creatures and stuff.
S: I thought that was fantasy
C: I think science fiction is fantasy but a little different. It's has scientific inform ation in 
it. . . it has like aliens and  other worlds or planets in it too.
S: If you bring one in for me I’ll read it and then we can talk about it and maybe do a 
partner share during portfolio time.
C: Sure. Call me and  rem ind me tonight.
Stephanie went on to read the book that Chelsea brought in for her. Stephanie really liked 
the book and read another. Her next goal was to read three science fiction books, and 
although she d idn ’t finish the goal before school was out. she had read A Wrinkle in Time by 
M adeleine L'Engle and  was part way through the second book in the trilogy. Stephanie 
told me later when I asked about what she was reading that Chelsea had turned her into a 
real 'science fiction fan" and that before third grade she never even knew there was science 
fiction. Through their informative talk the children shared m uch inform ation about the 
world and books with each other.
Talk that Challenges the Community
Competitive talk centered mostly around the quantity  o f work completed. Students 
often com pared the num ber o f books read and how quickly they read them. They attached 
status to reading large numbers o f chapter books and  liked the recognition they received 
during portfolio sharing times. While they were com petitive, this com petition encouraged 
m any students, especially the boys, to read more and to set more challenging goals. Some
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samples o f  typical com petitive questions included: “ H ow  m any goals have you done?" 
"H ow  m any books have you read1" "Are you going to finish on time1" "I finished my 
portfolio already, have you1"
One afternoon I sat dow n next to Robbie w ho was looking through his goal-setting 
portfolio. I in tended to hear about his plans and  progress on his goal, however, soon after 
this conversation began his table-mate Travis jo ined  in and  the conversation became quite 
heated.
Amy (A): Robbie, w hat are you looking at?
Robbie (R): This is my reading log. I'm  keeping track o f  all the chapter books I read 
because my goal is to read 8 (books).
A: How is it going1
R. So far I’ve read 5. I'm  pretty sure I’ll get to my goal.
A: Have you chosen a new book1
R: I think I’ll read a “ Horrible Harry " book. I haven 't picked one out yet.
O verhearing our conversation Travis joins in.
Travis (T): Y ou can 't count “Horrible H arry"books!
R: W hy no t1
T: Those are second grade chapter books. Those are w ay easy. You could read one in one 
day.
R: T hey’re books and  they have chapters so I can coun t them  if I want.
T: If you count those you should at least read two to coun t as one. Those books aren ’t 
hard enough to coun t as one.
R: I can count each one as one because they are books w ith chapters. W hy do you care
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anyw ay1
T: I'm  reading chapter books for my goal too. but I’m not reading baby books. My books 
will take longer to read. Y ou'll finish and I’ll finish but I'm  reading harder, longer books so 
my goal is harder than yours even though they sound the same.
R: So what. It's my goal and I’ll count those books if I want.
T: Yeah, whatever.
At this point both boys turned back to what they were doing. I debated w hether to step 
in and m ediate the boys' disagreem ent but it seemed unnecessary. W hile Robbie and Travis 
d idn 't agree, they diffused their argum ent themselves and  d idn 't seem m uch bothered 
anym ore. Travis's concern about " e q u a l ' goals d idn 't com e up with any other students. As 
Jeanne and I discussed this conversation between Robbie and Travis later that m om uig we 
realized that had it come up more often perhaps it would have led som e students to quantify 
goals even further to include num bers of pages read instead of num ber o f books. However, 
at this point in the study, students' com m ents during sharing time show ed greater interest in 
reading and more enjoym ent in reading than we had seen previously. W e were pleased. 
Travis and Robbie's com petitiveness did not appear to represent a problem  we needed to 
address. Next. Clare dem onstrates a more com m on kind o f com petitiveness am ong 
students in this classroom.
Clare w orked very hard and very quickly to accom plish her goal to “ learn to read and 
rem em ber inform ation better in non fiction books. " She read five non  fiction books and 
w rote a report from memory after she completed each one. She shared her reports with the 
class and liked knowing a lot about the subjects she covered. Clare always volunteered to 
share at portfolio time and  shared her work at all stages. O n several occasions she asked me
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if I knew how many goals she had done, or w hether I knew how  m any books she had read.
I d idn 't always have the correct answer so she gave me a solution to this “problem ” in her 
end-of-the-study evaluation form. W hen asked for suggestions to make the goal setting 
process better she offered this idea. "I think there should be a big chart on the wall and 
whenever someone com pletes a goal they can write their nam e and  w hat they did. This 
way everyone would know how much 1 did." W hereas Jeanne and I could not detect any 
negative consequences from Clare's competitiveness, or sim ilar behaviors by other children, 
if 1 had continued data collection, I may have found more inform ation about this kind o f 
talk.
T alk  tha t Involves S tatus
As the study continued peer influence became more and m ore evident. Students were 
often sharing their goals and students knew what each other wras doing. As students 
accom plished goals and publicly stated new goals friends or "w anna be" friends jum ped on
the bandwagon.
Sometimes peer influence was not necessarily helpful. For exam ple, Clare began a trend 
in book choice for some girls that was clearly based on her status. Clare was a very 
com petent reader who easily adapted to goal setting and seem ed to enjoy the orderly 
progression o f following her plan. She did each step and crossed it off as she accom plished 
it. She was a class leader and  m any girls sought her as a friend. Clare was very confident. 
After she com pleted her first goal she announced at a sharing session that she w ould read 
Gone With the Wind for her next goal. Jeanne and I were curious. I asked her why she chose 
it: “M y older sister is reading it so I w anted to also." “How  old is your sister?” I ask.
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"She's 12, in m iddle school. I can handle a middle school book .”
Later, I query as to w hether she's enjoying the book. "W ell, it's fairly complicated, but I 
really like it." I ask w hat she likes about it. i l i k e  that it is such a big book. Most third 
graders can 't read a book like this.” She never m entions the plot, characters or anything 
specific about the content. Her classmates were notably impressed with the thickness o f the 
book when she showed it during sharing time. A few girls m ade audible sighs when she 
showed them the spine. There was status attached to this goal. W ithin the next few days 
three other girls in the class decided they w ould read Gont■ with the Wind too. None o f these 
new girls had the skill to carry through this plan but they all w anted to try. W ithin the next 
few days the goal was dropped, or saved for sum m er reading, by most o f the girls.
Usually peer influence served positive ends. Collin was also a leader in the class, well- 
liked by his peers He w as athletic, musical, and the o ther students thought he was cool.
He does w ell in school. As part of a third grade group literature study the children read
l.mlo House in the Biy ll'oods. This also corresponds to M innesota history in social studies. 
Alter reading the book Jeanne show ed the students w here she had multiple copies of the 
other books in the series and suggested they might like to read one. Typically Jeanne has a 
few girls who really get hooked and try to read the series. Few boys ever carry through on 
the suggestion. Collin decided to read Fanner Boy. Soon one or two o f his desk mates 
noticed and started to read them  also. After Collin finished Fanner Boy he announced that 
he w ould try to com plete the senes before school ended. Soon six or seven o f the boys were 
on their way to finishing one or more of the series, including Robby who explained, "I 
w anted to read w hat Collin was reading. "
Jeanne could not believe the am ount o f  reading the boys were doing. They swapped
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books, helped each o ther with difficult words, and read together on the “porch" (a w ooden 
structure built by parents that looked like the real thing). This was a great exam ple o f  the 
positive influence peers can have over each other. If Jeanne had required them  to read more 
o f the series it is likely most o f the boys would not have tried. But because it was their 
choice, and they followed a popular classmate, the quality o f reading and the quantity 
increased. It was as though Collin's reading of the Laura Ingalls W ilder series gave 
permission for others in the class to do the same. The peer culture shifted to make reading 
those books cool.
W hat does this m ean about the importance o f self-evaluation!* Is the peer culture more 
im portant to some students than their own evaluation o f  their needs as readers!* Is the desire 
to fit in with classm ates stronger than the desire to plan one's own learning!* Do these two 
forces act together to help students accomplish their goals!* In the case o f Robby. his goal 
was to read more chapter books. He did that. The chapter books he chose to read were 
modeled after a classm ate. Robby's desire to read m ore chapter books was made manifest 
in reading books from the Laura Ingalls W ilder series.
Zach and Justin could often be seen sitting on the floor next to each other reading books 
from the series. By the end o f the study they had each read six or seven of the series. As 
Justin read The Long Winter he com m ented that it was hard and  he d id n ’t really like it, but 
he w anted to read m ore in the series because Zach said they got better. Their partnership 
encouraged them  to keep going and keep reading.
Joe was mostly at his desk reading a Laura Ingalls W ilder book. He really had to plow- 
through his book, but he journaled  about it and kept track o f his progress by crossing off 
chapters. He was very proud o f him self when he finished. O ccasionally he w ould ask
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Collin for help with a w ord or for understanding the plot. “ It was harder than I thought but 
I did it.”
Like Robby. Zach, Justin, and Joe, followed C ollin’s lead to guide their book choice. 
They each also fulfilled their ow n reading goals to read chapter books, and more o f them.
The results o f  C la re’s and C ollin’s sharings were different, but began from the same 
source. Students w ho have status in the classroom yield som e pow er over w hat other 
children consider as options for their learning decisions. In som e cases this is a negative 
influence, but in the case o f Collin and  his friends it opened  a new genre o f  reading to a 
group o f boys w ho otherw ise may never have picked up the Laura Ingalls W ilder series.
Teacher Talk Promotes the W ell-Being o f  the Community
Jeanne's talk was sim ilar to that o f her students w ith som e added types: guiding talk, 
directive talk, and nudging talk.
Guiding Talk
Guiding talk was the type that helped students m ake decisions, “W hat will you do next?” 
“How will you show  that in your portfolio?” “WTiat steps will you take?” “ How can I help 
you best?” G uiding talk was essential to many students, particularly in the initial phases o f 
goal setting, as they learned how to make plans that w ould help them  reach their goals.
Libby set a goal to read at least two “M aude Hart L ovelace” nom inees. She told me she 
had read one already and  really liked it, and she thought others w ould be good because, 
after all, these books had been nom inated for an aw ard. Jeanne talked with Libby several
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times over the next few days guiding her as she refined her plan.
Jeanne (J): I see you've w ritten your goal, w hat's your next step7
Libby (L): I need to choose a book, but I’m not sure which books are "M aude Hart
Lovelace" nominees.
J: Do you have any ideas about how to find ou t7
L: Yes. Mrs. Nelson has a list, but we don 't have library until W ednesday (two days away). 
Can I write her a note and put it on her desk7
J: That sounds like a good idea. After you write it do you have som e ideas about how to 
use your time while you w ait for her response7 
L: I can finish my goal plan I guess.
J: G reat. Let me know if you have any trouble.
Throughout this conversation. Jeanne never told Libby what she should do, nor did Jeanne 
solve any o f Libby's problem s for her. She guided Libby with questions, and let Libby take 
the lead. Jeanne discussed this, and other similar conversations, w ith me noting that while 
they may have seemed insignificant on the surface, she considered them  small steps toward 
student independence from her. She related that she was tem pted to quickly help Libby by 
telling her w hat to do, but she believed she was giving better help by allow ing Libby to come 
up with a plan using her ow n ideas. Jeanne’s guiding questions enabled students to draw 
upon their ow n resources and  thus becom e m ore engaged in planning their learning 
experiences.
Nudging Talk
N udging talk was like guiding talk but slightly different. W hile guiding talk helped the
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student make decisions about w hat to do, nudging talk was m ore specific with the intent o f 
helping the students challenge themselves a little more, or provide specific guidance for 
those students who really seem ed stuck. "Y o u ’ve written that you w ant to read harder 
books. You like horse stories, have you considered reading Misty ofChinccteaguel I think 
you 'd  find it challenging and interesting." Or, "Here are three books you might enjoy.
W hy d o n ’t you pick one and I’ll check back in a little while to see w hat you have decided.” 
O n one occasion, Jeanne gave this nudge to Taylor. “You say you w ant to read for 
longer periods o f time. Lauren has that goal too. W hy d o n 't you meet with her and she can 
show you the ch an  she is using to keep track o f her reading. Perhaps that will help you too. 
M ake a plan after talking to Lauren and com e and tell me w hat you decide to do."
Taylor approached Lauren and asked her w hat she was doing to keep track o f her 
reading time. Lauren, who initially really struggled to set a goal, was glad to help.
Lauren (L): I made a chart w ith three colum ns. See. O ne for "D ate," one for “Title," and 
one for "N um ber o f  M inutes." If you make a chan  you should add some other columns too 
for "S tan  Tim e" and "End T im e" because then you’ll have space for the math pan. I've 
been putting that in the margins because if I forget w hat tim e I staned  reading I can ’t figure 
out how long I’ve read.
Taylor (T): W hat? ... I’m not sure that makes sense. W hat do you m ean by the m ath part? 
L: You have to figure out how  m any m inutes by doing a m ath problem . If I start reading at 
10:06 and stop reading at 10:45 I have to figure out how m any m inutes that is. You have to 
find the difference.
Taylor goes back to her desk and  thinks for a minute. She begins her chan . W hen finished 
she brings it to Jeanne.
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T. I talked to Lauren like you said, and she show ed me her chart. It was a little confusing 
about how to figure out how many minutes. I was thinking I could just draw  one colum n 
that has clocks in it and make a mark o f the tim e w hen I start and  stop. Then I can shade 
the space in. Then I can count up how many m inutes w ithout doing m ath problems.
J: I think that's a fine idea. Finish draw ing it up and  give it a try. You might want to show  
Lauren too.
Once again. Jeanne did not solve Taylor's dilem m a. Taylor needed some nudging so she 
could get a start. Lauren helped Taylor who then created her ow n solution for keeping track 
o f time Jeanne connected two students with sim ilar goals and  w ith her com m ents nudged 
the students to take the lead in moving forward on their goals.
D irective Talk
Directive talk was talk in which Jeanne made decisions or ordered the time. For 
example. No you cannot trade books every five m inu tes.” Or, “ Be sure your final portfolio 
is ready for our last sharing before sum m er vacation."
Jenny was a student who needed much direction ffom Jeanne. Jenny could not settle on 
a goal and stick with it. She changed her mind about her goal or book choice after alm ost 
every sharing session. She was influenced by w hat she heard her classm ates say they wrere 
doing to achieve their goals. Jenny was excited to try m any new  ideas. She was not 
resistant to setting a goal and making a plan, she just cou ldn’t use her evaluations o f her 
ow n reading to narrow  her choices. Everything sounded like a great goal to Jenny.
However, when Jenny started work on her goal, she d id n ’t usually sustain her reading for 
more than a day before telling Jeanne that she had changed her m ind and wanted to switch
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her goal to w hat som eone else was doing. Jenny continued in this pattern for several weeks. 
Jeanne decided she needed to step in and  give Jenny some direction about her goal:
Jeanne: Jenny, you say you are ready to change your goal again, and as I look a t my notes I 
notice that this will be your seventh revision. You haven’t really given any o f your goals a 
chance.
Jenny: I w ant to read the book that M egan was talking about (Stuart Little). It sounds so 
perfect.
Jeanne: Well, I understand that when people share what they are reading it m ight make 
you w ant to read the sam e book, but if you continually change your goal, you w o n 't have 
time to com plete it. You need to decide on a goal and a book. I've looked through your 
previous goals and it seems you w ant to read chapter books. I w ant you to take about ten 
m inutes to choose a chapter book to read and then w e’ll talk again.
A bout ten minutes later Jeanne continued  her conversation with Jenny.
Jenny: I decided I w ant to stick with Stuart Little.
Jeanne: How  can you write that as your goal?
Jenny: I'll write that I w ant to read one chapter book called Stuart Little.
Jeanne: G reat. I think this book is a good m atch for you. W hen you change the book you 
are reading often, it doesn’t give you a chance to get into the story. I’d like you to stay with 
Stuart Little for at least five days before you consider revising your goal. W e can talk a little 
each day so you can tell me how it’s going.
Jenny finished her book and accom plished her goal o f reading a chapter book. She needed 
direction from Jeanne to stay on track. Jeanne understood that Jenny was floundering in a 
sea o f  choices and required more direction than  most o f her classmates. As Jenny set
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subsequent goals, Jeanne was able to step back and let the new sense o f accom plishm ent 
Jenny experienced propel her forward.
O ften directive talk was coupled with guiding talk. For exam ple, when Jeanne 
conferred w ith Jake and M atthew  about their unorthodox plan for sharing a book she 
directed and guided their planning process, “No you can ’t trade books every five minutes. 
Can you think o f another way you can read as partners1 W hat other options have you 
considered1" The boys decided to trade books each day and  spend the entire reading period 
on one book each day while they looked for multiple copies so they could read together if 
they found another copy o f the book.
Jeanne 's guiding, directing and nudging helped students build forward m om entum  when 
they were stuck, and often reinforced their com m unity building by bringing children 
together w ho had similar goals or problems.
A Look Ahead
The com m unity  thrived on self-evaluation which was influenced by Jeanne, peers, and their 
talk throughout the goal setting process. As time w ent by the influence o f talk expanded 
and the com m unity was m ade stronger by the various roles played by Jeanne and the 
students.
SI
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CHAPTER 6
NEW  ROLES FOR THE TEACHER A N D  STUDENTS: 
SELF-EVALUATORS BECOME INCR EASIN G LY  C O N FID EN T
New  Roles for Students
As the learning theory o f  constructivism  (Calkins, 1991; Mills & Clyde. 1990; Short & 
Pierce. 1990) exerts a grow ing influence on educators the roles that teachers and students 
play have begun to change. In classrooms where students are partners in constructing 
curriculum  teachers and students take on new roles. W hen I analyzed my interviews and 
observations o f Jeanne's students I found the following roles for them  and h e r :
• Constructors: create and  plan learning experiences based on self evaluations
• Reflectors: reflect critically about what :s and isn't w orking in their goals and make 
revisions as necessary
• Connectors: bridge learning and goals to other areas o f curriculum  and life
• Resistors challenge and  resist the invitation to take a more active stance as a learner 
Jeanne 's belief that evaluation is the base of her ow n teaching and  her students' learning
became reality as these roles em erged. She used her evaluations o f herself and her students 
to determ ine her teaching practice. It flowed from this that she valued her students' 
evaluations as well. Jeanne w anted students to use their self-evaluations as the base o f their 
learning too. The classroom  com m unity that she established required these roles of 
everyone, and provided opportunities for Jeanne to live, dem onstrate, and teach these roles 
to her students.
Students as Constructors
The students become constructors as they used their evaluations to take a m ore active 
role in their learning. They constructed their goals for reading based on their evaluations o f
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themselves as learners. They co-created with Jeanne w hat it was that they would learn 
about themselves as readers and w hat skills they needed to learn to strengthen their reading 
abilities They set goals based on their interests and perceived needs.
Gina, very eager to please, was happy to try setting goals. She began by reflecting on 
w hat she could do. "I read to m yself quietly." Most recently G ina has learned to read 
bigger books, and for her goal she w anted to get better at reading to other people, 
particularly her kindergarten buddy She worried that her buddy d idn 't really pay attention 
to her. Her buddy seem ed to look around the room  and not at the book. She believed that 
if she practiced and got better at using expression, her buddy would be more interested.
Gina had a real and definite purpose for her goal. Her plan was to "just read to herself on 
M onday and Tuesday, and use W ednesday and Thursday to practice books she would read 
to her buddy on Friday. " G ina struggled a little with reading and Jeanne saw this goal as an 
appropriate one to help G ina construct a new image o f herself as a reader.
After G ina saw one o f her desk mates make a chart to record her reading time. G ina was 
keen on the idea. She developed an elaborate chart to record her personal reading and her 
buddy reading.
Date Book I'm 
reading
Book read How long 
read
How I'm 
d o in g
Budd> hook  
reading
Book read
She added the colum n titled "H ow  long read” mimicking her desk m ate Lauren even 
though time is not involved in G in a ’s goal to read to o ther people better. During reading 
each day G ina  could be seen carefully recording her efforts on her chart. She was senous 
about it and  she enjoyed the sense o f order, control, and im portance it gave her. She often 
talked out loud  to herself partly out o f needing to organize her thoughts and  partly to draw
S3
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atten tion  to herself.
G ina was the first in the class to  add  a self-evaluation com ponent to her chart. She titled 
one colum n “ How I’m doing." In this colum n she wrote short notes to herself such as: 
read a lot today, good book, change boo k -to o  hard. She valued her chart a great deal at the 
beginning o f this study. After a m onth  had gone by I approached G ina as usual to ask her 
about her goals. She usually directed me prom ptly to her chart to show me w hat she had 
been doing. This day however, she simply started telling me about a book that she had read 
to her kindergarten buddy and how  he had listened to the whole book and really liked it. I 
asked if she docum ented this on her chart and she said, "No, I threw  the chart 
aw ay, I d on ’t need it anym ore." M y heart stopped for a m om ent because I had n 't yet made 
a copy o f her chart for my records. I w anted that detailed record o f her thinking. W hen I 
asked her if she thought she might be able to find it she retrieved it from the recycling bin 
and  looked at me wondering why I would w ant that piece o f paper. I asked her why she 
d id n 't need it anym ore. G ina decided to discontinue her record keeping because she said 
she could do it all in her mind now . She could construct an image o f w here she was going 
w ithout the chart itself. G ina said she “kept her stuff together in her portfolio" so she 
alw ays could find her book and page num ber, and also that since her buddy now listened 
w hen she read it was not im portant to keep track o f the books. She told me that w ithout 
looking at a chart she knew that her buddy enjoyed books that were a little harder and she 
could  read those slightly harder ones because she practiced them  before going to the 
kindergarten room.
This pattern o f discontinuing use o f  record keeping tools was consistent with Taylor and
Lauren as well. They each w'ere using charts to keep track o f how  long they read each day.
A fter about a m onth they each felt com fortable that they knew how long they read without
having to write it down. Lauren, G ina and Taylor did keep records o f  their progress on
their goals in their portfolios, and each  o f  them  grew more confident in herself as a reader as
a result o f  their docum entations. T he records served as a concrete exam ple o f  how  they had
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im proved, learned, and grown as a reader. There seem ed to be a direct relationship for 
these girls in their new found confidence and the evidence their docum entation provided o f 
how  they changed. They had their ow n proof o f their progress.
For all three girls this signaled a boost in self-confidence as a reader. Through their own 
docum entation they proved to themselves that they were getting better at their self-selected 
goals. They had begun to internalize their written self-evaluations and construct an 
increased awareness and deeper know ledge o f themselves as readers. G ina's com ments 
supported this. W hen she accom plished her first goal, I asked her what she had learned 
about herself as a reader and she replied, "If I try reading I really can do it. I'm  proud 
because I did my goal. I’ve made a new  goal to read harder, fatter books to challenge 
myself. I ’m going to start with Strawberry Girl, and read it with Caitlin, and then maybe do 
som e o f the books in the Little House series. I never thought I would be able to read those 
books, but if you take it one day a t a tim e you learn that you can read them. "
Students as Reflectors
Students became reflectors as they learned to revise their plans and goals based on their 
experience and evaluations. They knew it was OK to change if som ething was not working 
or if they get a better idea. Often the reflection was dem onstrated through student talk, but 
also in their goal setting journals. Every few days the third graders would docum ent how 
they were doing and write a brief statem ent about their plan for the next few days. I 
collected the journals once a week to get a sense o f w here students were, and make 
decisions about who to talk to over the next few days.
H an n ah ’s journal told an interesting tale. H annah was quiet but attentive during
portfolio sharing sessions. She d id n ’t often choose to share her own goals, but she did ask
questions o f others. She appeared interested and focused on her reading. Her journal began
with a step-by-step docum entation o f how  many pages she read each day and how many
pages she would read the following day. Therefore, I was startled one day when I looked at
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her journal and found the following entry: “M y goal is going terrible. I never have enough 
time to read and  I’m never going to finish. I changed m y goal once to bring my book with 
me to day care so I ’d have m ore time, but it’s too noisy there and it’s just not w orking.” 
H annah’s goal was to read m ore chapter books and she appeared to be stuck. A t this point 
Jeanne and I needed to decide w hether to step in and w ork on this problem w ith her, or to 
see if she could m ake som e progress on her ow n. W e decided to wait.
The following day  during portfolio sharing time as Jeanne asked, "W ho w ould like to 
share" she looked right at H annah. H annah raised her hand and then went before her 
classmates. She repeated to them  w hat she had written in her journal about how  terrible her 
goal was going. T he other students jum ped right in w ith their questions. “W hy d on ’t you 
have enough tim e?” “ Is your book too hard so you read it slowT" "Are you talking to your 
friends instead o f  reading!’" H annah answered then  questions and  in so doing discovered a 
reason for her tim e crunch. Just before reading each day the students had m ath workshop. 
Following m ath there was a ten-m inute break to get a snack, get your books and  portfolios 
together and to begin reading. H annah was using this tim e to finish math work and did not 
begin reading each day until she finished. This was the cause o f  her time crunch. It d id n ’t 
happen everyday, bu t it did happen often enough to m ake a difference in how much reading 
she got done. She saw  her classm ates finishing books and  cou ldn ’t understand why she 
w asn’t keeping pace. W ith this m uch discovered, H annah  stepped back into the group to 
think about this w hile her classm ates continued the sharing session. Her journal entry 
following this sharing session explains her plan: “N ow  I know  w hy I’m not getting very far.
I am  going to bring m y m ath w ork to do at day care because it’s easier for me to do. T hen I 
can use my w hole reading tim e to read my book like everyone else. I think this will work 
better." H annah used her reflections in her writing and  her conversations with classm ates to 
solve her “terrible” goal problem .
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Students as Connectors
Students w ho connected w hat they knew  to something they w anted  to learn were moving 
ahead in their thinking.
A n n a’s goal was to "read m ore w idely .” Up to this point A n n a’s third grade reading was 
exclusively centered on horse stories. She read all o f the books in the M arguerite Henry 
series and  any other books she could that had  a horse for the m ain character or focus. A nna 
decided it was time to branch out. She tried reading some books from  the Dear America 
series (historical fiction related through diary entries) and read several other novels. 
However, in her goal-setting journal she wrrote that she really m issed reading about horses. 
She w anted to keep pursuing her goal how ever. One day A nna had an “aha" m om ent 
during her writing and cam e over to talk to me. She told me that reading more widely did 
not m ean she couldn’t read about horses. She could read non-fiction or historical books 
about horses because this was som ething she had never done before. She thought her new 
idea started when she was reading the D ear Am erica books. "I thought, these are things 
that really happened. I was reading about the westward m ovem ent in America and I know 
the pioneers depended on their horses a lot. I thought, I can read about that!" A nna had a 
new' direction. She connected w hat she had  just read with her goal and  determ ined a new 
plan for how  to accomplish her goal. A nna was no longer som eone w ho "reads lots o f 
horse stories," but rather som eone who expanded her learning by branching out into other 
areas such as the role o f horses in the w estw ard settlement o f the U nited States. A nna was 
connecting her old love to a new found interest.
Students as Resistors
Jeanne and I were pleased with how well students seemed to take on more responsibility
as their skills as evaluators grew. H owever, we had to question ourselves as well: because
these were the roles we w anted for students, did we only see evidence o f ways in which
students exemplified them? W ere there roles students adopted tha t we misread, d id n ’t
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notice, or encourage1 D id students simply participate in goal setting because they were 
expected to1 W as there a role for the "resistor1"
Jake was an active, sports-m inded, energetic nine-year-old. H e liked w orking w ith a 
partner, but had a hard tim e staying on task. Jake rarely was involved in doing w hat he was 
supposed to be doing. W hile good-natured about being in school, he clearly enjoyed school 
because o f  the social aspects, not the academic. W ith support, Jake set a goal, to read Face 
Off, by M att Christopher, a book his friend M atthew  was reading. After talking to Jake for a 
few m inutes, one thing was clear, he loved hockey. I w'as hopeful that his choice o f book 
would be m otivating because the main character played hockey and the book focused on 
hockey as well. Part o f  Jak e ’s plan was to get a copy o f the book; this proved to be the most 
difficult part. Jake checked the school library but the book was checked out. He lived near 
the public library and said he was going to check there. Tw o days passed. Jake wrote a 
note to him self to stop and  look for the book. Two more days passed. D uring goal setting 
time Jake spent his tim e browsing the bookshelves reading only a page or two and then 
returning books to the shelf. At this point Jeanne could easily point out two or three goals 
that w ould be great for Jake: learning to choose a good book for yourself, sticking with a 
book, etc. However, w hen Jake was asked if he w anted to set a different goal, he said he 
really w anted to read Face Off. Jeanne stepped in and told Jake that if he w anted to keep his 
goal the book had to be at school the next day. W e w ondered w hy Jake, who was so certain 
o f his goal, did not take the necessary steps to achieve it. The next day Jake had a new plan. 
M atthew  had a copy o f the book and the two o f them  had talked. They decided they could 
read it together by taking turns every five minutes. By taking turns they m eant they would 
each read Face Q^’and also read a book from the Bailey School series and trade books every 
five m inutes. Jeanne stepped in. The three worked out a plan where the two boys would 
trade books every other day.
Jake had  spent m ore than  a week getting to the point w here he could begin his goal.
W as this resistance? W ould  Jake have reacted the same way to any new reading program?
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Newkirk (2000) writes, "Boys may perceive the invitation to self-evaluate their development 
as som ething less than an open request" (299). Jake was not engaged in the goal setting 
process, even though he had the opportunity to select his ow n reading and  set his own pace. 
Did he, as T annen  (1992) claims is often true o f boys, question the point o f self-evaluation 
from a clearly subordinate position o f pow er1 W as he suspicious o f  Jean n e’s intent in 
allowing him  m ore say in w hat his reading plans were? Did he not believe he had the 
opportunity to construct his ow n goal1 Or, did he honestly not know how  to find a copy o f 
this book1 To do so, was som ething he had never done before.
I never found the answers to my questions, but I checked in with Jake daily. Shortly 
after he began the shared reading with M atthew the boys gave it up in favor o f reading one 
book at a time. M atthew  gave Jake his copy of Face Ctyfand Jake started to make progress. 
His journal shows that he was reading each day, but he was still definitely avoiding as much 
reading as possible during reading time. Jeanne noted that reading was tough for Jake, but 
that he was not significandy below grade level, nor did his book appear to be too hard. Jake 
just w asn’t interested. However, when he eventually finished his book, he was very pleased. 
W hile m ost children com pleted two or three goals and  m any books, it was an 
accom plishm ent for Jake to finish just one. He was very proud o f him self which he 
dem onstrated by m aking a certificate claiming he was “The G reat One, " a reference to his 
favorite hockey player, W ayne Gretzky. This experience d idn 't mean, however, that Jake 
became an avid reader.
He rem ained for quite som e time, a puzzle, but in my final days o f this study when I took 
group pictures o f  the children something interesting happened. The students enjoyed 
arranging them selves in different configurations o f  rows and poses. W hen I had only two 
pictures left, I d id  a head count to be sure everyone was in the picture. W e were missing 
one student. W here’s Jake? I walked to the other side o f  this double classroom  and I found 
him sitting at his desk reading! I knew how to use my last two shots.
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Teacher as Creator
In order for students to adopt the positive roles, Jeanne needed to create conditions in 
which students felt safe to take risks, make mistakes, and  have time to try again. The 
classroom  com m unity Jeanne created with her students determ ined w hether or not students 
w ould critically evaluate them selves and generate options for their goal setting. In order for 
students to set their goals they needed to know that Jeanne trusted their evaluations and 
respected their learning desires.
These students needed to m ake their own decisions about how they w ould proceed based 
on their ow n evaluations o f  themselves. This required an active stance on the part o f each 
learner. As decision m akers, Jeanne 's  students had to take a more active role than is typical 
in a classroom . This co-decision making, coupled with responsibility, helped students to 
take seriously the changing role Jeanne wanted each o f  them  to play in their learning. She 
found that she needed to do a lot more listening to students in order for them  to assume the 
active, reflective stances o f  constructors, reflectors, and connectors. H er ow n short 
conferences with students becam e opportunities to listen to students’ plans and help them  
construct, reflect, and  connect their ideas creating viable goals and plans.
Jeanne found she was supporting her students in another different way than she had in 
previous years. She created space for them. Often this m eant, as in the case o f H annah 
who wrote about her problem s w ith finishing goals in her journal, not directly stepping in 
but encouraging students them selves to find a way to solve their own problem s. W ith her 
eyes, Jeanne invited H annah, a t that m om ent, to bring her problem  to the class. Jeanne 
learned to trust that her students usually could find solutions. This was a big change from 
the days when she was the center o f  instruction.
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Students’ Confidence Increases
Perhaps w hat Jeanne and  I noticed most about the students as they assum ed these new 
roles for themselves was the new found confidence they had in their ow n evaluations. These 
students became more willing to m ake decisions in this reading com m unity  and  as they 
continued to practice self-evaluation they grew in confidence. They learned that they could 
m ake the im portant decisions abou t w hat they would work on next. T heir self-evaluations 
propelled them  forward and they had a vivid sense o f themselves as learners in forward 
m otion, students who could construct, reflect, and connect.
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CHAPTER 7 
BENEATH  THE SURFACE OF STUDENT GO ALS
As m entioned in the previous chapter students were at m any different phases o f goal 
setting at any one tim e. Some moved fluidly; som e jerked, stopped and  m oved more 
slowly. M any factors influenced them  but all o f the students got better at setting and 
achieving goals w ith practice. As I exam ined the first goals students set, two features o f 
them  em erged: lateral and  quantifiable. As students accomplished their goals, began to set 
new ones, and started to share w ithin their com m unity, several additional features o f their 
goals em erged: single, copycat, and partner goals.
Features o f  Initial Types o f  Goals 
Lateral G oals
Lateral goals w ere broad in nature. They were the types o f goals in which students 
w anted to expand an idea. Some students decided to read m any books on one topic in 
order to learn more about it, or chose to expand their knowledge o f a genre by reading many 
types o f poetry. These were the kinds o f goals in which students could spend a good deal o f 
time focusing on one subject or area o f study, providing a broad array o f experiences for 
themselves. For exam ple, A nna set a goal to read about horses in different genres: fiction, 
non-fiction, and poetry and  then to write a poem  o f her own.
Quantifiable G oals
Q uantifiable goals featured numerical results. For example, many student goals were to
read ten books, or to read for a particular period o f  time, or to read all the books in a series.
These goals were characterized by quantifiable results, often specified by the num ber o f  titles
or pages being read. Robby determ ined he w ould read five chapter books that were each at
least ninety pages. He w ould know precisely w hen he accomplished this goal.
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Table one shows the distribution o f the students' first goals. N ineteen o f  twenty-seven 
students set quantifiable goals. W hile the third graders seem ed eager to quantify their goals, 
making it easier to write a plan, when asked about this trend none o f them  com m ented as 
such. The alm ost unanim ous answer to the question, “W hy did you choose your goal?” 
was som ething like, "Because that's w hat I w ant to work on." However, those students 
who set these easily quantifiable goals did have a less com plicated task in m aking a plan.
Table 1:
Number o f  Students Lateral Quantifiable
27 8 19
Features o f  Later Goals
W hile lateral and  quantifiable goals were two rather broad distinctions I found in 
students’ goal setting patterns, nuances developed over time. This happened because as 
students set m ore and more goals they becam e aw are o f more possibilities. The three m ost 
prom inent features o f their goals over tim e were the developm ent o f single, copycat, and 
partner goals.
Single G oals
Single goals were those where students chose independent o f anyone else a goal to 
pursue on their own. After evaluating their options, students decided on their o w t i  w hat 
they would w ork on. For exam ple, Shannon w anted to read two versions o f  Oliver Twist. 
Shannon noticed that the version she received for her birthday was different than  the version
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Jeanne had in the classroom. She had also, recently, with Jeanne's assistance, decided that 
the book. Secret Garden, was too difficult, bu t still she w anted to read a thick chap ter book. 
Shannon scanned the first few pages o f  Oliver Twist. I noticed she was using her fingers to 
count words she d idn 't know and asked her about this. Shannon said, "W hen  I couldn 't 
understand Secret Garden, Mrs. Bennek tau g h t me how to decide if a book was too hard. I 
put one finger dow n each time I d o n 't know  a word and if I use all the fingers on one hand 
before I finish the page then I know it's probably too h ard .” I asked her about how  she 
rated Oliver Twist based on her five finger strategy. "I am  going to try this book because I 
d idn 't use all my fingers in three pages. I think I can do this one." Two weeks later 
Shannon was ready to read the second version o f Oliver Twist. I asked her if she was going 
to try the five finger strategy this time and  she replied, “No. I already know the story so it 
will be easier to read this version even if it is harder. I already have in my head w hat's 
going to happen so it should go easy."
After she finished the second version Shannon proudly shared her accom plishm ents with 
the group. She explained, "M aybe it sounds boring to read the same book tw ice, but it’s 
not. I read a harder book than I thought I could because I knew the story. It’s like if you 
see a movie and then read the book o f it. It's fun to read it two w ays." Alicia asks her if she 
is going to do this goal again. Shannon answ ers. "I 'm  going to try to find an easier version 
o f Secret Garden so I will learn the story then  maybe I can read the harder one tha t I tried 
earlier.” Shannon set a plan, chose books and  began this unique goal. S hannon 's sharing o f 
this individual goal inspired others to try sim ilar goals, or what is described in the next 
section as “copycat” goals.
Copycat G oals
Copycat goals were those where som eone decided on an independent goal to pursue
based on a goal that som eone else was also  pursuing. Beyond the initial copying o f the goal,
the students did not interact to pursue the goal together. Chelsea set a goal o f  reading books
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that w ould challenge her and  get her ready for fourth grade. W hen Chelsea shared that idea 
with the class Alicia thought “ it sounded good." She, too, w ould like that goal. After 
talking they decided to read books in series. They discussed w hat book series they would 
choose, and selected different series. Chelsea read from the “A nim orphs" series, while 
Alicia chose the “Shiloh" trilogy. In the end, Alicia chose to do som e revising o f her goal 
because she found the "S h iloh” series to be a little out o f reach. "I have to work so hard on 
the words. I lose the story, so I'm  going to try some o f the Bailey School kids books first. 
M aybe after I do those books I'll be able to do the “Shiloh” books. ” Chelsea and Alicia did 
confer a few times about how  their goals were going during the ensuing weeks, and Chelsea 
was encouraging when she learned Alicia had changed series. Beyond those interactions 
the girls singularly pursued the same goal.
Partner Goals
A nother type o f goal the students set was partner goals. Partner goals were those in 
which students teamed up w ith one another to work tow ard the sam e goal. Jeanne 
som etim es brought students w ho had identical goals together, and som etim es students 
worked together to find a topic interesting to their partner and then together they developed 
a goal. Caitlin and Emily (described earlier) did this. They were able to accom plish their 
multi-step goal to leam  to read better to younger siblings partly because they had each other 
to rely on when setting interviews with the librarian and preschool teacher. Their interest 
and  initiative was supported by one ano ther’s presence.
C om plexities that Influenced both Initial and Later G oals
Further com plicating the features o f the goals the students set were characteristics that 
influenced their decisions throughout the year. These were gender, interactions with 
friends, and reading ability.
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Number o f  Girls: 19




Number o f  Boys: 8 1 ,
As noted m Table 2, boys wrote almost exclusively quantifiable goals at the beginning o f  the 
study. There were eight boys in the class and  seven o f them  created quantifiable goals. Only 
one boy w rote an initial lateral goal, “ I w ant to learn that I d o n ’t have to finish a book if I 
don 't like it.” However, his next goal was quantifiable, "To read 3 books in the Laura 
Ingalls W ilder series.” The boys’ preference for quantifiable goals did not change nor 
fluctuate. They heard the same conversations and  sharing that the girls did, yet they 
continued to write goals that had a numerical end  result.
O ne third o f the girls initially wrote lateral type goals. However, as time passed, the girls 
too, began to write goals that were more quantifiable. G enerally speaking, after analyzing 
the goals set by Jeanne 's students, girls were m ore likely to set lateral goals than boys, and 
boys wrote alm ost exclusively progressive goals. Girls were more likely to fluctuate 
between types o f goals, and as successive goals were set they geared more tow ard 
quantifiable goals. This evolution intrigued Jeanne and me. The goals that seem ed more 
thoughtful and  deep to us were the lateral goals. I was draw n tow ard students w ho wrote 
goals such as “to read m ore w idely.” It sounded more complex than "to read 4 books.” 
However, my personal bias and interest in lateral goals did not seem to influence students, 
because they set more and more quantifiable goals.
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Table 3
Type o f  Final G oals Set
Lateral ! Quantifiable
Number o f  Girls: 19 3 16
Number o f  Boys: 8 o
\ ' ' '
! 8
Friends
A nother big influence on the goals students w rote arose from their interactions w ith each 
other. As noted in an earlier chapter, students often wrote goals to identify themselves with 
their friends. I initially termed this peer influence, but upon closer exam ination, the word 
peer did not fit the situation All the students in the class were peers, yet, predictably, it was 
friends who influenced goal setting more. In other words, students picked up on w hat their 
friends were saying more than on what classm ates said who were not in their circle o f 
friends.
Reading Ability
Reading ability (determ ined by teacher opinion, including Jeanne and students' past 
teachers) also seemed to have a direct influence on the type o f goals students set. Those 
readers who were the more com petent, confident readers were the ones who set lateral 
goals. No “average” or struggling students set lateral goals. There were some really good 
readers who did not set iateral goals as well, but the reverse was not true.
In thinking about this, it makes sense. Those readers who are more skilled and began the 
year reading advanced chapter books had a greater depth o f skill knowledge and 
background to work from. Those students who had  a harder tim e with reading seem ed to 
be building confidence in themselves as they quantified w hat they were able to accom plish. 
Lateral goals w ould not have allowed them  this ready access to successful accom plishm ent.
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS: TH IRD G R ADE EVALUATORS THRIVE AS READERS
So w hat about all this goal setting1 W ere the efforts m ade by Jeanne and her students to 
becom e better evaluators o f  themselves and more active participants in then  learning 
experiences w orthw hile1
Jeanne’s Insights
Jeanne and I had m any opportunities to talk about w hat was happening in her classroom  
while students were engaged in goal-setting. As time went by she identified three factors 
that were new to the classroom  since she set aside time for her students to actively reflect on 
their reading goals:
1 Students were reading more, not only at school, but at hom e. In their drive to 
accomplish goals, students carried books back and forth extending their roles in the 
classroom to hom e. S tudent initiative toward accom plishing goals increased and 
students read m ore books.
2 Students were m ore aw are o f what others were interested in and  what others were 
reading. As a result, students were able to recom m end books to each other, and read 
books sim ultaneously so they had partners to talk with. They developed a culture 
interested in "book talk."
3. Students were m ore confident in themselves as readers. Jeanne noticed an em otional 
response to the success students felt when they accom plished their goals, and 
excitem ent about reaching goals inspired confidence. C onfidence brought energy to 
the reading w orkshop that had previously been lacking.
Overall Jeanne said the greatest benefit o f  using goal-setting to encourage self-evaluation 
was the responsibility students took for their learning. They readily  assum ed the initiative
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necessary to choose their ow n books, set their ow n goals, and write their ow n plans. They 
w anted  to write goals for their writing w orkshop. In social studies students began to bring in 
their ow n books that supported w hat they were studying. A unit on the different regions of 
the U nited States prom pted A nna to bring in a book o f poetry about the N ew  England 
states. She explained that if you read the poem s you would leam about the climate, 
agriculture and  geography o f  the northeast. M itchell connected his book abou t the O regon 
Trail to the settlem ent o f  the west. These students dem onstrated the connector role we 
noticed during reading class. Students began to see themselves as constructors o f 
know ledge who could contribute to the resources in their classroom. They now  believed 
they had a role in creating the curriculum . They were constructors.
Further evidence o f student initiative and  excitem ent about taking responsibly for 
reading grow th was dem onstrated by the num ber o f students who set goals for sum m er 
reading. Jeanne was am azed during the final sharing session of the school year by the plans 
students continued to make. Shannon told the class that she accom plished her goal o f 
reading bigger books. She explained that she read two versions o f Oliver Twist and showed a 
certificate she m ade for herself. Next she explained that over the sum m er she would read 
Skylark, and then give The Secret Garden another chance. Earlier in her goal-setting, she 
(w ith Jeanne 's help) decided The Secret Garden was too difficult, but she felt m ore confident 
now  after reading other big books. S hannon thought she’d be better prepared to read it and 
be m ore successful this time. She said she learned about herself as a reader, and now she 
know s that if she sits in a quiet area and  reads a chapter and then asks herself w hat the 
chap ter was about she can m ake sense o f  harder books. Shannon was a reflector w ho could 
look a t her goals and revisit them  with the intent o f  com pleting what she started.
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Student Insights
At the end  o f my data collection I had many opportunities to talk informally with the 
third graders about their reading and their goals. M ostly students were so happy to have 
time to read good books o f their choosing.
In add ition  to these informal conversations I asked the th ird  graders to answ er some 
questions on  paper as a final self-evaluation. See A ppendix F. W hen asked, “W hat’s the 
most recent thing you've learned about yourself as reader1" four responses were most 
com mon:
1 I like to read m ore than I used to.
2. I can read harder books than I used to.
3. I can read for a longer period o f time than I used to.
3 I am  a better reader than I used to be.
Fach o f these responses was stated by at least half of the students.
W hen asked to write an answ er to the question, "Has setting a reading goal helped you1
Why or w hy no t1” all the students answered "yes.” The overw helm ing reason sited (23 out
of 27) was:
1. I can  read more.
Three o ther responses were also key:
2. I can  read harder books.
3. I am  a better reader.
4. I know  I have m ore choices for w hat I read (types o f books).
A third question answ ered on the self-evaluation sheet was, “W hat helped you reach 
your goal?” A gain, there were two overwhelm ing responses:
1. T alking to my teacher, Mrs. Smith and my friends.
2. H aving m ore tim e to ju st read, reading more.
A dditionally, 20 ou t o f 2 7 students added additional com m ents on the backside o f the
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paper. O f those 20 children 17 w rote that they w anted to set goals in writing as well. Eight 
o f those 20 also wanted more tim e to read. M any also recom m ended Mrs. Bennek do goal 
setting with next year's third graders.
Particularly gratifying to Jeanne were the student com m ents on the evaluation form that 
stated a greater interest and enjoym ent in reading. In response to the question. “W hat 
helped you reach your g o a r ” Chelsea wrote. “ D eterm ination and the love o f reading!” 
Twelve other students answered the question. "W hat have you learned about yourself as a 
reader0” with statem ents such as: "I learned that I love to read." “ I never knew there were 
so many great books" "I learned that I’m happier when 1 have a good book to read."
Researcher Insights
The students are telling me som ething. W hat helped them  reach their goals0 They value 
time and talk. These two elements were especially influential in helping these third graders 
develop reading confidence and excitem ent that they h ad n ’t experienced before. They 
w rote that because they had m ore time to read, they read more books. Should that be a 
surprise0 O f course not, but in m any classrooms so much o f  reading time is spent on 
breaking reading dow n into isolated skills to be m astered via drill and practice, that little 
time rem ains for reading books and  talking about learning. Jeanne was able to teach skills 
at the point o f need, while students were engaged in m eaningful evaluations o f themselves 
as readers. Having tim e to read allows students to learn m ore about their skills and  needs. 
Reading m ore books, actually practicing reading, developed readers who like to read and 
w ant to read more. The essential elem ent o f tim e to read was key.
The second elem ent o f talk is no t only recognized as key in my findings, but, also, in 
those o f other researchers. W e as educators are beginning to realize that talk is an 
im portant factor in all learning areas. Talk aids cognition. It helps students think about 
their reading, share their ideas, and  learn from each other. Students w ant people to listen to
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them . Jaggar and Sm ith-Burke (1985) wrote many years ago about the im portance o f 
listening to children. "T he key to effective teaching is building on w hat children have 
already learned. The best way to discover this is to listen an d  w atch closely as children use 
language” (p. 5).
Traditionally, the talk  that surrounds children as they read and write has created 
dependence rather than  independence. The teacher talks, and  the students w ait for the 
teacher to tell them  w hat to do. However, Jeanne’s use o f  guiding, directive, and nudging 
talk supported her students in m aking their own choices, setting their ow n goals, and 
m onitoring their ow n progress. Her talk directly impacted her students' abilities to take 
control o f learning to read and write. Through her talk, Jeanne supported and valued her 
students' verbal inquiry, not just their written reflections or portfolio docum entations. By 
paying attention to studen t talk, Jeanne expanded the possibility for student self-evaluation, 
and elevated the talk tha t happened in her classroom to a place o f increased im portance. 
Changes in the quality o f  student reflection was a benefit.
Time and talk allow ed these third-grade students to becom e better at the process o f 
evaluation. It also gave them  confidence in themselves and  w hat they could accomplish. 
Jeanne and I w anted to  see if students would take more initiative if they were better self­
evaluators. I see now  that an im portant part o f  self-evaluation involves the confidence a 
student has in him self/herself. W hen students are confident they are more likely to see 
themselves as agents o f  action, purpose, and change. The student confidence that developed 
(because o f the elem ents o f  tim e and  talk) was the single m ost influential elem ent in 
engaging the third graders in their reading. The success students felt supported their 
continued engagem ent, and  propelled them  through a reciprocal cycle o f  confidence and 
m otivation to read.
The structure of the classroom  com m unity w as also very im portan t in supporting
students as evaluators. Jeanne had  predictable, clear expectations for reading workshop.
Because the children knew  w hat was expected they were free to concentrate on the complex
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task o f literacy learning rather than trying to figure out “w hat the teacher wants me to do 
today .”
These connected concepts o f evaluation, talk, tim e and structure all lead toward 
confident students who take initiative in their learning decisions. Students negotiated new 
roles, and  new ways o f viewing themselves as learners as they worked through their goal- 
setting. T heir evaluations o f  their ow n needs becam e central to their reading progress, and 
students m ade themselves responsible for continuing their progress by setting new goals, 
and even sum m er goals. Think o f the difference these third graders may make because they 
value their ow n abilities to make decisions. These learners have started to move beyond 
their reading class to develop active roles in other areas o f  school life. By negotiating new 
roles and  bringing confidence to their ability to make decisions, these third graders, if given 
support in future grades, will see themselves as people who can make a difference. N ot just 
a difference in their academ ic lives, but in their lives outside o f school as well.
Im plications for Other Classroom s
For teachers w ho are exploring the notions o f how  to engage students more actively in 
their reading, as was Jeanne, teaching students to evaluate themselves is key. The increased 
facility to know  w hat they w anted and needed to learn next by evaluating their work, 
enabled students to grow in confidence and engagem ent in their learning.
S tudent goal-setting, based on evaluations o f  themselves as learners, provided a 
m anageable process for offering students more choice and ow nership. Teachers beginning 
this process with students will need to create an environm ent in which student talk and 
ideas are valued. As I dem onstrated  in chapter five, the goals that students set gave them  an 
opening to  engage in evaluative conversations w ith each other as the quality o f their talk 
changed. This “verbal inquiry” w hen supported by the teacher, moves students along the 
goal-setting spiral (getting started, digging in, revising, sharing w ith pride) yielding benefits
in the form  o f greater confidence and  engagem ent in their learning.
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It is im portant to note, that as teachers open their classrooms to evaluation through goal- 
setting. im portant role changes on behalf o f  the teacher and students are necessary. For 
m eaningful goal-setting to occur, teachers need to co-create curriculum  with their students, 
and students need to take more responsibility for learning decisions.
T he recursive nature o f goal-setting also deserves m ention. Students move through the 
goal-setting spiral at different paces. They also need opportunities to continue the process 
over tim e so that different aspects (like the beginning phase o f writing a plan) becom e easier 
and m ore familiar.
1 am  rem inded o f Lucy Calkins' reflections during a workshop presentation about how 
beginning any innovation based on research and theory takes time and patience on behalf o f 
all involved. Lucy related her experience with im plem enting student led book discussions 
(literature circles) and how excited she was to begin. M id-way through the process her 
assessm ent o f the book groups was dismal. This innovation in her practice was not 
w orking She put it quite bluntly, "The book discussions stunk!" However, after spending 
m ore time with the process, she noticed the quality o f discussion improve and yield the 
benefits she hoped for.
T im e and patience are necessary for the goal-setting process as well. The first goals 
students set may be very general and surface level, but as students gain experience in 
evaluating themselves, as they take time to reflect upon their learning needs, as they interact 
w ith each other and their teacher, trem endous strides can be made.
W ith  my account o f these engaged readers, I hope I have opened the possibility for other 
teachers to explore the benefits o f teaching students to be evaluators o f their own reading. 
Jean n e’s third graders becam e increasingly invested in their learning, recognized themselves 
as com petent evaluators and decision makers, and gained confidence and skill in their 
reading  abilities. Perhaps best o f all, they enjoyed reading and spent m ore time involved 
w ith books.
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Appendix A
Answers to Self-evaluation Question 1
What do I do well as a reader?
r e a d  c h a p t e r  b o o k  3 
r e a d  m o r e  a t  h o m e  
r e a d i n g  b i g  w o r d s  3
r e a d i n g  t o  m y s e l f  6
r e a d  c h a p t e r  b o o k s  i n  m y  h e a d  
r e a d  a  l o t  3 
r e a d  f a s t
w r i t e  g o o d  s t o r i e s  
s t a y i n g  i n v o l v e d  i n  a  b o o k
w r i t e  s t o r i e s  o n  t h e  c o m p u t e r  a n d  r e a d  t h e m  o v e r  a n d  o v e r
s t a y i n g  u p  l a t e  t o  f i n i s h  a  b o o k
r e a d  b i g g e r  b o o k s
r e a d  t o  m y  l i t t l e  s i s t e r / b r o t h e r  2
r e a d  b i g  b o o k s  f o r  a  l o n g  t i m e
r e a d  m y s t e r y  a n d  a d v e n t u r e  b o o k s
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A p p e n d i x  B  
A n s w e r s  t o  S e l f - e v a l u a t i o n  Q u e s t i o n  2
Most recent thing I’ve learned as a reader/writer
r e a d  m o r e  a t  h o m e  2 
r e a d i n g  c a l l  n u m b e r s  
r e a d  s m a l l  c h a p t e r  b o o k s  
w r i t e  b i g g e r  w o r d s  
g e t  i n t o  a  g o o d  b o o k  
writing more adjectives 
read faster in my mind 2 
f i n d  i n f o r m a t i o n  f a s t e r
r e a d  m o r e  a n d  m o r e  t h i c k e r  b o o k s  ( c h a p t e r  b o o k s )  3
r e a d  m y s t e r y  b o o k s  s l o w  s o  I c a n  s o l v e  i t
f i n d  b o o k s  I l i k e  2
s o u n d  o u t  b i g g e r  w o r d s  2
r e a d  m o r e  c h a l l e n g e s  2
l i k e  b i g g e r  b o o k s  b e t t e r
b i g g e r  b o o k s  m i g h t  b e  m o r e  i n t e r e s t i n g
c a n ’t  s t o p ,  h a v e  t o  r e a d  w h o l e  b o o k
h a v e  m o r e  f u n  i n  a  b o o k
r e a d  t o  o t h e r s
r e a d  p o e t r y
r e a d  h a r d e r  b o o k s
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Appendix C
F i r s t  G o a l s  S e t
□  R e a d  f a t t e r  b o o k  
3 R e a d  m o r e
□  R e a d  m o r e  c h a p t e r  b o o k s  
3 R e a d  b i g g e r  c h a p t e r  b o o k s
□  R e a d  a n  h o u r  a  d a y  
3  R e a d  h a r d e r  b o o k s
3 R e a d  t o  L u k e  m o r e  o f t e n  
3  R e a d  b i g g e r  c h a p t e r  b o o k  
3  R e a d  f o r  l o n g e r  p e r i o d  o f  t i m e  
3  R e m e m b e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  b e t t e r  
3  R e a d  t o  m y  s i s t e r  m o r e
3  R e a d  t o  o t h e r  p e o p l e
3  R e a d  c h a p t e r  b o o k s
3  R e a d  a  l o t  o f  c h a p t e r  b o o k s  
3  R e a d  b i g g e r  b o o k s  
3  L i k e  r e a d i n g  t o  o t h e r  p e o p l e  
3  F i n d  m o r e  b o o k s  I l i k e
3  R e a d  m o r e  b o o k s
3  R e a d  a  l o t  m o r e  d o g  b o o k s  
3  R e a d  m o r e  w i d e l y  
3  N o t  f i n i s h  a  b o o k  i f  1 d o n ' t  l i k e  i t  
3  R e a d  m o r e  c h a p t e r  b o o k s  
3  R e a d  h a r d e r  b o o k s  
3  R e a d  f o r  a  l o n g e r  a m o u n t  o f  t i m e  
3  R e a d  r e a l l y  l o n g  b o o k s
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Evaluator f l a A J ? /
. .  , - o a
Date. H
1. What do I do. well as a reader/writer?
2. What is the most recent thing I learned to do well as a reader/writer?
A a j x b i ,
3. What do I want to leam next to become a better reader/writer?
J l V m b r r A a u  I
4. What steps wiU I take to leam this?
I ,/ ld o jO L  J o b u  'b t r r d s j r u f e .  jC S V t/( _
5. What will I put in my portfolio to show I have reached my goal?
- d fr s n N o  A m A x r r u ^
3 '  & c r r h * / ^ j m y
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A p p e n d ' *  P
Evaluator.
Date_______________________
1. What do I do well as a reader/writer?
P t o . d  <x L p t
2. What is the most recent thing I learned to do well as a reader/writer?
I" t  to w/r/'tfi-
3. What do I want to leam next to become a better reader/writer?
r ' B a . c L  f t o u ,  c x  o ( a
4. What steps will I take to leam this? L*
r&CKC>C ^-£,¥1 W l i f i .  W ' O ' f ' e .  ^ o ^ jy r x
d L a _  R e o ^ c L
5. What will I put in my portfolio to show I have reached my goal?
J r  ' L l  ( - T l i b
d r  0 £ V ^ 7  p e o c f l k  t o  n n o + i .  
d  C a . Y )  / H ^  n t  a .  V i c L & O .
Icotn r t e n t  s e m t e n c & .
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Evaluator/in Dq_____________________
D a t e _ W 9______________________
1. What do I do well as a reader/writer?
p ead i b*g f o r *  W i^ c
2. What is the most recent thing I learned to do well as a reader/writer? 
TKat- b tf f  book5 b e  (for® > 'f'taw , 2 ,
3. What do I want to leam next to become a better reader/writer?
L$©cn \ o  r c o i  W
4. What steps will I take to leam this?
r<a<i «>oe W »  I ' * *  ^
P>c* out a sems M" «W  h«;«s Arid <** W l,
H*s« r^  lv'kc fM so 1 can C«o&
5. WhafwUl I put uifmy pOTtfolio'to show^ hav?reached my goal?
A  1 W  ^  U f f  b a o l o  T  r a d  l . ' k *  V W .  .
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f r f  f t  n t f i  t  &
Var«'e+Y
T o  a  $ v e  C . c o i c  
2 .  T t a  5 M - w a r .
1W 6.'ffc aet Eve/).
f '  L aU PcA  U p ~ 5 ^ ^ 0 u 3 n
5- Jf‘fK fvw ^  Start.
b> | 'o  i h e  f \ A 6 ^ e .
1. ( \‘ H y  \ A t k c  5 u fTp^r
d .  T t a f e q p s a k f c  6 1 ) 6 s t .
X  K 1 t ^ y  \ ( \  H< q)» < 5 c ) i c o ) *
\ C \  ~ \ \ ) C  S''rb feyena .^
\ \ ,  L ' t t ' k '  H o u se  U r \  i h c  P r o \ C i ' c ,
\ 2 • O r e a m  ;n Hfi 6 b ^  C o u n t r y .
1 3 *  6 n  \ V o  B a n V ^  c f  P U /M  C r c t k .  
B y  S U c r  l o \ c .
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* r
■:Mane,Self Evaluation for: ' C_> date:
1. What is the most recent thing you have teamed as a reader? How have you
changed? ^   \
X  C Q P \  ( \  l o t
b o o k s .  _ b  V V c  c v t o o u V
w \ u  b o o k s  - V W V  y v c  f t  A
2. Has setting a reading goal helped you? Why or why not?
Yfc. \Y Yus tht
-  W s  ^  ^ V o  V  K
•Vo abo  ^ wu books
I. What helped you reach your goal?
u  r e a \ \ i ^  ^ v c ^ c £  A a^ ^ m v V
IViaV \)*>k V A  <Jf ^
4. If you were to do this again what would you do the same? Different?
T ( ( \  ^ r o b W ' j ,  W m ^  v V - c  s Q f f t c  o ^ - t
W  1  UKa\W^ r A  ^  Sqrie
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Self Evaluation for: dflfiafl vcV\ gX  date: J
1. What is the most recent thing you have learned as a reader? How have you 
changed? — -—  . v  N * * 4
_ L -  v t \ o . Y  y o ^  ^ < x ^ \ a o  T V u n a
y o l\ Wan\ V o 'i?  VOki^  VN -f-
V V A W s f  W i O ^ O L  C .o < J \&  < \ o \  $ \ C i n V  ' t ' V f t .  W
O i w V u w *  V > % J C X t o ' <
V i /
2. Has setting a reading goal helped you? Why or why not?
y w  v\ X  ujc^ 5o V-i^cuO
C ^ ojC/Vn i f \ j  ' o y  G o & \  J L .  + a Y f >  ' f '3
r r y  f r . e n . s 4  m  o f  t t v t V ,  m  „ J  i
3. What helped you reach your goal?
f t  f t .  - \V x < x \V w ^  5 < 2 / C ^ « - I
G o X  U J 0 .S  - ^ b V N a r c )  £ o r
4. If you were to do this again what would you do the same? Different?
0 x ^ W ^ V ,  \  o f  6 a 0 f > tL
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f l p p t f i d i )I f
Self Evaluation for: Cl AaQAa_______________________ date:/ ) /Vi ~\
1. What is the most recent thing you have learned as a reader? How have you 
changed?
T h e  v « o d t  r e r e n t  fcUiv* X  V v a v e  l e a r n e A
<x$ al r e a d e r ^  to  flvJL w\ore exiting
W V $  a y \ X  L o ^ j e r  \ o d i k s . X  C a n .  stou/ 
Lo&t to  t tm s k  ol tool^ V/
2. Has setting a reading goal helped you? Why or why not?
v r \ e  W c o u J i S e  ^ o u )  X  a v r \  ™ , t
5 C 0 w v r « .V  t o  ' f t o J d -  b o o H S .
3. What helped you reach your goal?
D e t  t f  r v \ ^ n * t i . o r v
the Love of
4. If you were to do this again what would you do the same? Different?
1 ~  < o o v A i c \ v n n * e  v n u  y d  t o  * " € a A  a . U
of W> €- Ami vndrphS.
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Append it r
Joe,Self Evaluation for: VJ Vv date:
1. What is the most recent thing you have learned as a reader? How have you
bee* r e a J i u .
t h d f t  1 1  U . S U < l y  d & .
2. Has setting a reading goal helped you? Why or why not?
(/Ci' b e c a u s e  f v o W  T L  £a/j
b o o ^ s .
3. What helped you reach your goal?
People w e r t  readiajf 
f i t s  o f Laura. I^ qcia^ WtUer
boow o.n<L t. warv? t 0 tat*
4. If you were to do this again what would you do the same? Different?
f a i t  a n r t K e r  L a u r a  T a m I C s
V U e r  w « U  U  a  i l f  
Uk. * * *
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Self Evaluation for: 1 c\\,M±cm±I ~:6-3-')ci
1. What is the most recent thing you have learned as a reader? How have you
1  We been fe-J-VR WitT
2. Has setting a reading goal helped you? Why or why not?
_ X been P v d b ' / h
} \ O S p T  o  K s  1 T  , / . C  n  ,
rtWnJ c Kafl-e^  ipoeRi V
3. What helped you reach your goal?*» IMi» J VM IVWVII J VM« ^VtM . . _
Chcfttr broils.
4. If you were to doihis again what would you do the same? Different?
1  u ^ ' r  c h a n g e .  / r ) u  q o o O ' J ' 3  - t-  ,
hde^  p < * Q i ? 0 p
\l\T\)<Ujr
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L A S T  N A M E  S m i t h
D E P T  E d u c a t i o n '  -  M o r r i l l t f a l l i  ‘
F I R S T  N A M E A rnv
A P P ' L  D A T E 5 /7 /99
O F F - C A M P U S  2 3 3 2  C l e a r w a t e r  C r e e k  C i r c l e  I R B  #  2 ' 5 C
A D D R E S S  U n o  L a k e s ,  M N  5 5 0 3 8
( i f  a p p l i c a b l e )
R E V I E W  L E V E L  F ULL
P R O J E C T  T h i r d  G r a d e  S t u d e n t s  T a k e  I n i t i a t i v e  f o r  T h e i r  L e a r n i n g  
T I T L E
T h e  I n s t i t u t i o n s .  3 e v i e w  S c a r e  ‘o r  : - . e  d e t e c t i o n  o f  H u m a n  S u b j e c t s  m  R e s e a r c h  r e v i e w e d  a n a  a p p ' o v e c  t n e  p r o t o c o ;  f o r  y c u r  p r o j e c t .  
T h e  l= 3  n .o t e o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m ' ts  r e v i e w  i t h e s e  a r e  n o t  c o n t i n g e n c i e s  cf  a p o r o v a i .  b u t  a r e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  o '  c o m m e n t s  f r o m  ' e v i e w e r s
T h e  investiga te  s ticJa  .nc . 'ude  m e  ngr.t to  'e 'u se  ;r tne etiila assent p r o c e s s  ' w n e . n  cnefing shilarer  o n  m e  s t u d y  arts 
.r.iting sart.c:cat cr,,
A p p r o v a :  s  g - a r t e d  ‘o r  o n e  y e a r  * r o ~  t h e  a c p r o v a .  c a t e  a c o v e .  At m e  e ~ o  of t h e  a o c r o v a i  o e n o o  , c u  *  > o e  a s r . e e  to  s - c m . t  a  o ' C i e o t  
report w i t h  r e g a r a  t c  m e  .r»/ ;  v e m e n t  o f  h j m a r  subjects if y o u r  p - c e o :  i s  st ti i a c t i v e ,  y o u  m a y  a o c * .  ' C '  e x t e n s i o n  ;• =s a p p r c v a ;  
t h r o u g -  t h i s  o f f i c e  C h a n g e s  . r  y o - '  o ' c t o c o i  m u s t  b e  s u b m i t t e d  t c  t h e  = S  ‘o r  ' e v i e w  a n d  a p p r o v a l  p r o r  to  t n e i r  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n .
T h e  p ' o t e c t i o n  o '  h u m a n  s u b j e c t s  .* y o^-r  s t u d y  is  a n  o n g o i n g  p ' o c e s s  fo r  w - i c r  y o u  h o l e  p - m a r »  ' e s o o n s  b i i . ty  “  e a s e  r e ' e r  t c  t h e  
A s s u r a n c e  c f  C o m p l i a n c e  a n a  t h e  S e  m o r t  R e p o r t ,  e n c l o s e d . )  if y o u  n a v e  o u e s t . o n s  o r  c o n c e r n s  a b o u t  . o - o . e o t  o -  m i s  a c c - s v a . .  
p l e a s e  f e e l  f r e e  to  c o n t a c t  m e  d i r e c t ' ,  a :  8 6 2 - 2 0 C 3
F o r  t h e  I R S .
K a r a  L  E d d y ,  M B A  
R e g u l a t o r y  C o m p l i a n c e
c c :  R e
J a n e  H a n s e n .  E d u c a t i o n  - M o m i :  H a l l
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FIRST NAME Amy
APP'L DATE 5 3 0 /2 0 0 0
O F F - C A M P U S  2332 Clearwater Creek Circle 
A D D R E S S  Lino Lakes, MN 55038 
(if applicable)
IRB « 21 5 0
REVIEW LEVEL EXP
P R O J E C T  Third Grade Students Take Initiative for Their Learning 
T I T L E
Tne institutional Review B oard  ‘or the Protection ° f Human S ub jec ts  m R e s e a rc h  h a s  reviewed a n a  approved  your 
request for time ex tens ion  tor this protocol Approval is g ran ted  for o n e  year  from the approval d a te  a b o v e  At the 
end  of the approval pe r iod  you wili oe a s k e d  to submit a project report with re g a rd  to the  r v o  vem en t  of n_m an 
subjects If your project is still active, you may apply *or extension of IRB approval through tms office
m e  protection of h u m a n  su b je c ts  m your study  is an ongoing p r o c e s s  for which you noid primary responsibility 
C n a n g es  m your protocol m u s t  b e  submitted to the IRB for review a n d  approval prior to their implementation. I? you 
~ave questions or c o n c e r n s  ab o ^ t  you' project or this approval, p le a s e  feel free to con tac t  m e  directly at 862-2003
p  e a s e  'e*e_ t o  the IRB = a o o v e  r  s  : o " e s p o n d e n c e  re la ted  to this project T he  IRB w ishes you s u c c e s s  with your 
' e s e a ' c 1'
For the IRB.
Kara L. Eddy. MBA 
Regulatory C om pliance
cc: File ORIG APP'L  5 7 99
Jane Hansen, Education - Morrill Hall
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A P P R O V A L
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D A T E  O F  N O T I C E 5/8/2001
P R O J E C T  Third Grade Students Take Initiative for Their Learning 
T I T L E
T~e -.nst tut.ona. Review B eam  ‘o r the R'otection of Human SuDjects m R esea rch  has  reviewed a r c  approved your 
request for time extens cn tor tms protocol. Approval for this protocol expires on the date indicated 
above. A: me e~d o‘ the app 'cval penod you will Pe asked to submit a project -eport with regard to the involvement 
of ■'-man s-Djects If you' p rpec t  is stili active, you may apply ‘or extension of IRB approval through this office.
T -e  p 'o tec t .o r  o‘ s -P jec ts  .n your st^cy :s an ongoing p rocess  ‘or which you hold pn—ary respo-sio.cty
Changes in y o u r  protocol must be submitted to the IRB for review and receive written, 
unconditional approval prior to implementation, if you " a v e  c - e s t ,o n s  or c o n c e ^ s  aoout ycur pro ec t cr
this acprcva.. p.ease *ee ‘ree tc contact tr s o‘‘ ce at 552-20C3
P e a s e  ' e ‘e - tc me := S = a c c . e  -  a; co '-esponcence  ' e a t e c  tc this o 'c :ect. “ he IRS w.snes ycu success  w tr  .cu r  
resea'C~.
For the IRB.
/ V U t  f -
1 i
Jfulie F. Simpson
Regulatory Compliance M anage '
Office of Sponsored R e s e a r c h
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DATE O F NOTICE 6/HV2002
PROJECT
TITLE
Third Grade Students Take Initiative for Their Learning
Thank _vou for returning vour completed annual continuing review form to the Institutional Review Board iIR B ' indicating the atx 
project is closed. We would appreciate receiving a report of findings lor this studv for audit purposes Copies o f abstracts, article 
and or publications specific to the project are acceptable
Thank vou
For the IRB.
I a U i  t  i l l
/ j ,
.Julie F Simpson /
R eg u la to rs  Compliance Manager
cc File
Jane Hansen. Education - Morrill Hall
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